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Percy pledges aid for Crab Orchard cleanllp 
By Jim Ludema, 
Sta If W ~iter 
Sen. CLarles Percy said on 
Monday thai a PCR-
contaminated dump site at ('rail 
Orchard National Wildlife 
Refuge will be placed on a 
federal study hst by August. 
Percy pledg('f'l his support of 
cleanup effo!'ts of the former 
Sangamo Electric Co. dump 
site, and said that he hopes to 
obtain up to $800,000 for the 
study after touring the area. 
Percy said that he has been 
assured of complete cooperation 
from the Environmental 
Protection Agency, and that by 
August the situation at Crab 
Orchard will have been 
declared a national priority. 
Percy also addressed the 
water needs of Marion, and said 
that Devil's Kitchen Lake 
looked like the answer to 
Marion's problem. 
"We're not gl ing to let a city 
go without water when we've 
got the purest water in Illinois in 
Devil's Kitchen Lake," he said. 
"It's the most logical alter-
native." 
Marion Mayor Robert Butler 
said his city has two concerns: 
The availability of Devil's 
Kitchen Lake for the city's use, 
and the health and safety of the 
community. 
The Fish and Wildlife Service 
hal> been "less than enthused 
with our request to use Devil's 
Kitchen Lake," Butler s1'id. 
Butler said that he was told by 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Regional 
Director James E. Gritman that 
such use of the lake would cause 
a decrease of the water level, 
which would result in drastic 
effects on the water quality, the 
ecology of the lake and the 
recreational use of the lake. 
Butler said that he and his 
staff were assuming that 
Gritman was referring to a high 
usage of about 4 million gallons. 
per year. and Marion won't hit 
that figure until the year 2001. 
Butler also said that Gritman 
told him that as far as he 
(Gritman) was cOi!cerned. 
there would be no pumping from 
Devil's Kitchen Lake. 
Gritman !laid that in order to 
.lse Devil's Kitchen Lake, 
Marion would have to first file 
an environmental impact 
st:stement, which would 
examine all other alternatives. 
"There are alternatives 
available to Marion besides 
using Devil's Kitchen 
Lake,"Gritman said, 
Marion officials had proposed 
a limit be set on the decrease of 
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Prison protesters pray 
By :\1ike :\Iajchrowitz 
SlaffWriter 
About 30 people gathered 
outside the gates of the U.S. 
Penitentiary at Marion to pray 
and sing, hoping to bring at-
tention to what they allege is a 
lack oi religious freedom in 
federal prisons. 
The demonstrators were 
largely supporters of im-
prisoned American Indian 
Leonard Peltier. Although 
Peltier IS not currently in the 
Marion facility, the demon-
strators said they were praying 
for the remainder of the inmates 
as well as trying to draw at-
tention to a situation some 
dsc~o.."(j as a culminating 
religious war. 
The Rev. Daniel Buford of the 
Clergy and Laity Concern, a 
New York City based 
organization, likened religious 
restrictionc; in federal prison.. to 
the activities of repressive 
regimes in Latin America. 
"These are serious matters that 
we would expect to hear from an 
oppressive regime in El 
Salvador ," Buford said. 
Dean Leach, a spokesman for 
the penitentiary, called the 
allegations "not accurate, not 
substantiated, without merit." 
"The position of this in-
stitution is to encourage, within 
security concerns, the practice 
of an individual'S religion," 
Leach said. 
The controversy centers 
around intervention by prison 
Hunger striker 
'in fine health' 
-SeePage 2 
authoritie-; into a religious fast 
by Peltier, Robert Wilson, also 
known as Standing Deer, and 
Albert Garza, a sephardic jew. 
All three were taken to the U.S. 
Bureau of Prisons Medical 
Center in Springfield, 1'10., 
where they began taking 
nourishment on threat of being 
force fed. 
Leach justified the in-
tervention into the fast by the 
prison. "I think the First 
Amendment rights of religio.us 
freedom have to be balanced 
against the realities of in-
carceration," Leach said. 
"Under Bureau of Prison 
regulaticT!s we have an 
obligation to provide for the 
well-being of the priso_'lers. " 
Calling the Marion facility an 
"empire unto itself," Buford 
said he doesn't believe it is 
unique in religious restrictions, 
but that the problem is a 
national concern. "Marion 
certainly isn't special. It's in-
dicative of the entire penal 
system gone amuck," he said. 
Another demonsh'atm', Archie 
Fire, also known as Chief Lame 
Deer, said prisons are not only 
incarcerating the inmate's 
see PRA Y. Page 2 
Staff Photo by SCGU Sha" 
Lame Deer, right, held hands with another protester during prayer 
held at the Marion Penitentiary gates Sunday_ 
th~ water level, in the even-
tuality that Marion is allowed to 
lI!';e the lake, Butler said. 
Gus 
CJJode 
Gus says Chuck will keep his 
feet In the water until Crab 
Orchard's no longer a waste or 
until November, whichever 
comes first, 
Mace resigns; 
officials are 
'surprised' 
8y Anne Flasza 
Starr Writer 
George Mac' , associate 
pro.fessor of pohtical science, 
surprised University officials 
by resigning from his position 
late last week, John Baker, 
executive directo.r of planning 
and budgeting said Tuesday. 
Mace, who served 3S vke 
president for University 
Relations fro.m 1975 to 1982, was 
unavailable for comment on the 
move, which is reported to be 
effective immediately. 
Benjamin Shepherd, vice 
president for academic affairs 
and research (planning), said 
he has not yet received Mace's 
written resignation, but said 
that he had been told of the 
move by others in the depart-
ment. 
John Foster, political science 
department chairman, who 
would have received the 
resignation. was also 
unavailable for comment on 
Tuesday. 
Baker said the administration 
was surprised with the move. 
Mace reportedly plans to take 
a position in private industry 
and leave the Southern Illinois 
area. 
Mace was arrested on May 25 
and charged with battery and 
aggravated assualt with a 
handgun, after an altercation 
with two SIU-C students in a 
campus restroom. Mace is 
accused of threatening the 
students with a handgun fro.m 
inside his car as he and the 
students w,"re driviJ1g 
separately northbound on U.S. 
51. 
A hearing is set for June 29 In 
Jackson Co.unty. 
According to Baker, no one 
from top University ad-
ministration has spoken to Mace 
regarding the charges pending 
against him. 
Shepherd said he was nc,t 
surprised by Mace's 
resignatio.n. 
This 
GMorning 
Chinese teachers visit SIU, stress unity 
Sunny, warm, less humid; 
high go,low 65-70. 
Young show 
pure blu~s; 9 
Seat belt 
law eyed; 11 
Green, Cubs 
on track; 16 
8y Ed Foley 
Staff Writer 
Ano.ther small step toward the 
"global village" was .aken last 
week as SIU-C was paid a return 
visit by a group of o.fficials from 
China's Lioani'1g University. 
The delegation, which in-
cluded thf.> university's 
president, Feng Yuzhong, Liu 
Qitao., "ice president and 
professo;." of chemistry, and 
Professor o.f Economics Chen 
Jiasheng, is in town for a con-
ference with SIU-C officials that 
partiCipants called the "second 
step of linkage" between the two. 
universities_ 
A group headed by SIU-C 
President Albert Somit visited 
Lioaning Province last October 
and signed an agreement with 
the university that o.pens the 
door for future cooperation, 
including student and faculty 
exchanges between the in-
stitutions_ An agreement was 
also made at that time Oetween 
the state of Illinois and Lioaning 
n-ovince. 
Acco.rding to. (o'eng, the ~wo 
universities have much to gain 
from this kind of close contact. 
"Whatever we have seen 
here, whatever we have heard 
here, we will use to benefit our 
university," he said, "We 
See CHINESE, Page! 
Staff 
From left, Feng Yamong, Cben Jiasbeng and Liu Qitao. 
Fasting inmate taking fluids 
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP) -
A Jewish inmate who began a 
religious freedom fast at the 
federal pri!" II in Marion more 
than two months ago continues 
to drink a nutritional sUI>" 
plement, an official said 
Monday. 
were transferred to the U.S said. adding that De Garza is in 
Medical Center for Federal no need of force-feeding. 
The inmate. Albert Lore De 
Garza. and two other once-
fasting Marion prisoners -
Atnerican Indian Movement 
leader Leonard Peltier and 
Robert Wilson, who prefers the 
Indian name StandinlJ n-r -
Prisoners in Springfield, Mo., 
last month. 
Attorneys fur the men have 
said Wilson and Peltier resumed 
eating May 25 when faced with 
the possibility of force-feeding. 
Paul Taylor, a spokesman for 
the Springfield facility. said by 
telephone Monday that De 
Garza, 43, was not eating solid 
foods but was voluntarily 
drinking the supplement. 
"He's in fine health," Taylor 
Taylor said Peltier, 39, also 
was in good shape. The 
spckesman had not obtained 
pHmission from Wilson to 
discuss his case with a reporter. 
Asked why Peltier and Wilson 
were still in the medical facility. 
Taylor said he had to leave his 
office and diG not have time to 
discuss the matter further 
Monday. 
CHINESE: Teachers visit SIU-C 
Continut'd from Page I 
believe that through these visits 
our universities will be 
promoting a new stage." 
Professor Chen translated for 
the group at a press conference 
Friday at President Somit's 
office. 
A more concrete goal of the 
agreement is to "promote 
academic learning of science 
and technology," one said. 
Basically, though, Feng said 
that they just wanted the 
universities to "learn each 
other." 
Feng, SO, is the youngest 
wUversity professor in China. 
Ask<."'<i how he had risen so fast, 
Feng laughed and said, "How 
fast? I'm 50 years old!" 
Chinese educators not only a 
cultural interest in SIU-C but a 
philosophical one as well. It was 
pointed out at the press con-
ference that Chinese premier 
Deng Xiaoping recently 
remarked that three of the 
biggest influences on Chinese 
education are Mao Zedong. 
Confucious and John Dewey. 
Feng said many Chinese 
college students are interested 
in new methods of 
management. He said hE' 
noticed that Chinese stu;!e~t! 
are busier than most American 
students because they generally 
take Ia~ore classes and attend 
classes six dol),s a week, takine 
off Saturdays. Some of ChinesE 
students' favorite elective 
courses are singing, dancing 
and photography courses, he 
said. 
The Chinese visitors also 
related some of the general 
impressions they got from 
Americans and SIU-C in par-
ticuliir. 
"I have a deep impression of 
America as being a very 
practical people," Feng said. 
"What's right is right and 
what's wrong is wrong; it is the 
spirit of American morality." 
SIU-C, he said, struck him as a 
place where "the students work 
very hard and play very ac-
tively." 
He also was envious of the 
Student Center. 
"I was l<u:pMsf'd to .. ee such a 
big pla.:e for the students. I wish 
we had one," he said as he 
smi'ed. 
Feng and his colleagues ex-
~ended an invitation to SIU-C 
students and faculty to visit 
Lioaning soon. 
PRA Y: 30 demonstrate at Marion prison 
Continued from Page I 
bodies, but their minds and 
souls also. "Sometimes getting 
your religious freedom in prison 
is one thing - it is a road to 
freedom," Fire said. 
Buford said he wasn't ex-
pecting miracles, but was op-
timistic that the prayer rally 
was a step toward awakening 
the issue. "We are a people of 
faith and a people of prayer and 
we believe it will move moun-
tains, arid we've seen this 
in this country," Buford 
Solar Control & Energy 
Conservation Products 
-Reduce heat and 
air conditioning costs 
-Add beauty and privacy to 
your home, business or vehicle 
Sun Gard 
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"If it's convenient for the 
polititians to raise a fuss over 
this matter, then we hope to see 
some action," Fire said. 
Peltier was convicted in the 
July 26, 1975, shooting deaths of 
twn FBI agents. 
Wews GRoundup 
Court to decide on lethal injections 
WA~HINGTON (AP) -- The Supreme Court agreed Monday 
to decide whether states may continue to execute convicted 
murd~rers by injecting them with deadly drugs even though 
there IS no proof the method is a "safe and effective" way to 
kill people. 
The justices will review a federal appeals court decision 
barring lethal injections, permitted or required by 12 states' 
death penalty laws, without approval by the federal Food and 
Drug Artmini:;tratior.. 
Bllt other executions by lethal injection likely will occur 
before the high court announces its decision sometime next 
year. Chief Justice Warren E. Burger last ~arch 21 postponed 
the effect of the lower court's ruling. 
Editorial writer's jailing upheld 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The Illinois Supreme Court said 
Monday that a St. Clair County judge can J .. i1 a newspaper 
editorial writer for refusing to reveal confidential sources. 
In a three-paragraph order, the high court refused to block 
continued contempt-of-court proc~ings against the writer. 
Richard Hargraves, who was the target of a El)el suit stem-
ming from an editorial he wrote for the Belleville ( Ill.) News-
Democrat. 
5 inmates stabbed in prison fight 
PO!"lTIAC (AP) - Five inmates were stabbed during a 
I)r<iwi Monday at the Pontiac Correctional Center in what 
state prisons Director Michael Lane said was the latest in an 
up:surJ!e of street-gang violence at Illinois' maximum-security 
prIsons. 
Two of the injured were taken to St. James Hospital in 
Pontiac, where one was listed in very serious condition and 
the other was in stable condition, Lane said. The three others 
were treated at the prison hospital, he said. 
About 200 inmates were involved in the disturbances. but no 
guards or other prison employees were injured. Lane said. 
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Bank robber gets 125 years 
BENTON (AP) - A federal 
judge has sentenced Richard 
McCue to 125 years in prison for 
the armed robbery of a Jackson 
\;)unly bank last December. 
Assistant U,S, Attorney Mike 
Carr !>aid Monday that McCue. 
33. of New York. was sentenced 
Friday in U.S. District Court 
after pleading guilty to armed 
bank robbery and to taking a 
hostage 10 avoid apprehension. 
Graff of Ava hostage during 
their getaway attempt. The 
hostage was not harmed. but 
McCue was shot in the leg when 
he was captured after the 
robbery of First State Bank of 
Campbell Hill, 
McCue already has served 
terms for numerous offenses. 
including armed bank robbery. 
set. 
McCue also is awaiting trial 
on two federal counts of armed 
bank robbery in the state of New 
York and weapons charges in 
Missouri. 
Weed wtrrs Stan Photo by Scott Shaw 
McCue. who was sentenced by 
Judge ,James Foreman of 
Metropolis. also was given a 
concurrent 2-year term for 
firearms possession. 
He was to remain in iederal 
custody until he is tned in 
Williamson and Randolph 
counties on charges brought in 
the robbery and shooting of an 
Energy man and the robbery of 
a Percy pharmacy in Novem-
ber. Trial dales have not been 
Ms, Cremer, 'n, was sen-
tenced earlier to 55 years after 
pleading guilty to stale armed 
robbery an'" home invasion 
charges. authorities said. The 
government will recommend 
that she be sentenced to a 
concurrent 55-year term on 
federal charges, Carr said. If 
needed, she will testify in Mc-
Cue's upcoming trials. the 
prosecutor added. 
Carbondale city worker William Jarvis sla:.hed through a patch of 
wl't'd" near Gher Street :\londay afternoon. Weeds may be the only 
thing growing as summer heat bakes thp area this week, Carr said McCue and Cathy Cremer of Marion took Rebecca 
City awaiting result of conference center meeting 
By PhilMllanu 
Staff Writer 
The Carbondale City Council expected 
on Monday night to receive a status 
report on a meeting held in Washington, 
D.C., last Thursday to discuss funding 
arrangements for the city's downtown 
conference center project. 
The outcome of the meeting, held 
betw~n most of the parties involved in 
the project, means there may be new 
hope for the project. according to City 
Manager Bill Dixon, The Farmer's 
Home Administration showed an ap-
parent willingness to extend its 
guaran:ee on revenue bonds for the 
pro.i-!'Ct if center developer Stan Hoye 
could show no significant changes in the 
original bond issue arrangements oC 
1981, he said. 
The previous set oC bonds a,e :!>et to 
expire in December 198t • because con-
struction of the hotel-conCerence center 
will not be completed. 
Although a decrease in the size of the 
conference center location has caused 
an increase in the total project cost, it is 
unlikely the FmHA will increase the 
amount of the guarantee. Dixon said, 
The length of time for the extension is 
unknown, he said, 
The total cost of the project is now 
$16.5 million, according to Dixon, Bonds 
would be issued for $14 million, with the 
FmHA's guarantee accounting for about 
$10 million. The rest of the bonds would 
be backed by the city. Don Monty, 
director of community development. 
said the city had spent $200,000 oC its own 
money on land acquistion, 
Dixon said the city's guarantee would 
be for only a few years. 
"The city expressed serious concerns 
over guaranteeing the bonds for a full Ie 
years," he said. 
The U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development indicated at the 
meeting held in the office of Rep. Paul 
Simon. D-Makanda. that it would not 
take back its Urban Development Ac-
tion Grant of $2.071 million iC the citv 
were able to meet the original 
requirements of the grant, Dixon said. 
The grant was awarded in 1979 for land 
acquisition purposes. p-----------------------------------------------.-----, 
Basic Woodshop 
June 25-July 23 
Mondays 6p- Bp 
$' 8jp)us supplies) 
Basic Man and Frame 
July 17. 24. and 31 
Tuesdays 4p-6p 
$ 1 2 (plus supplies) 
Young Artists Studio 
July 3-July 26 
T uasclays and Thursdays 
• 25 (includes _ supplies) 
Section 1-6 10 8 yr. olds 
10-11. C)ay/1,.-12N Mi~ed Media 
Section 11-910 12 yr, old. 
10-1,. Mixed Medial 1 1 a- 1 2N Clay 
Basic Stained Glass 
June 2B-July 26 
Thursdays 7p-9p 
$ 1 6 (plus supplies) 
Basic Pen and Ink'Still Lifel 
June 27·August 1 
Wednesdays 5p-7p 
$ 1 4 (plus supplies) 
Open Figure ,,{awing Studio 
June 30. July 7. 14.21.28 
Saturdays 11a-1p 
Monitored by art faculty • 
$15 no instruetOf 
Basic Pottery 
June 25 -July 25 
Mondays and Wednesdays 5p· 7p 
'22 (includes _ supplies) 
Basic Baskets 
June 28-July 26 
Thursdays 5p- 7p 
$14 (plus supplies) 
Craft Shop closed Wednesday, July 4th. 
---, 
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Bracy woes linger 
WHO WOULD have thought that a big empty warehouse would be 
such a big source of a~gravation and disagreement for SIU-C and 
the owners of the building? 
That is what the Bracy building in Marion has become. 
Virginia Cline. owner of the building. is now suing th(~ University 
in the Court of Claims for $1.14 million. This amount mcludes the 
difference betwe~n her original asking price of $1.6 million and the 
$575,000 belatedly offered to her by the Illinois Capital Development 
Board for the building. 
In a second part of the lawsuit, Cline asks for back rent payment 
for the tim(' period from Sept. 1982. when the University stopped 
pa~g rent. to April 16. 1984. when SIU-C was asked to vacate the 
building. Cline also asks for the payment of about $22.000 in 
damages she alleges were made to the building in this time span. 
MOST OF the charges made by Cline are straightforward and 
reasonable. considering what she has had to put up with from the 
University since the two began dealing with each other. Cline has to 
be fed up with the constant "maybe" she got from SIU-C, 
preventing her from finding other possible purchasers for the 
building, and at the same time, making her unsure as to the 
University's intentions toward buying Bracy. 
The portion of the suit concerning dama~es to th building Lo; the 
point where Cline may have gone too far. It IS hard to figure how trn: 
University could have sustained $22,000 in damages to a building 
that has been for all eractical purposes unoccupied for the entire 
time in question. While Cline has a legitimate complaint for the 
most part, her lawyers may find it hard to justify these dama,,~ 
claims. 
BUT THIS possible overestimation of property damages does not 
excuse the University's foolish handling of the entire situation. 
Why, for instance, did the University seem so intent on buring the 
:lra~ building if they did not want to pay the price? Looking over 
the history of the library storage facility search, it seems apparent 
that SIU-C ~ssed over some property that would have been mIlch 
less expensive, even if renovations needed to be made. to make a 
deal for Bracy. 
When this mess all began, there was a freeze on construction at 
state institutions. But as long as the Bracy negotiations have taken, 
SIU-C officials might have been able to use that time more wisely to 
push for construction funding, which may have been granted by 
no.w. 
THE BRACY deal has hung over the University like a big, ex-
pensive wet blanket. Every otDer option has been extinguished by 
the University's foolhardy decision to commit itself to buying this 
building. 
The University was insistent on rushing blindly into the Bracy 
deal. without studying the possible con~uences of the decision. 
SIU-C seemed to reply to each new twist m the long saga with a 
kn~jer.k reaction instead of a considered opinion. Apparently. the 
Uruverslty did not want to consider the long-range implications of 
its decisions, preferring instead to "wait and see what happens." 
And now. as a final result. the University laces a lawsuit. The 
school may end up payinlS more than money; it could pay more in 
the amount of credibility It 'Nilllose in the eyes of Southern Illinois 
busint'SSIIlen who have to deal with the University. 
-~etters------­
Protest construction in forest 
and save endangered critters 
The LaRue·Pine Hills 
Ecological Area of the Shawnee 
National Forest is in trouble 
because the arms of progress 
are reaching out for it. Its 
unique and delicate ecosystems 
may be in jeopardy. 
The endangered eastern 
woodrat makes its home at the 
base of the limestone bluffs. 
Now its very existence may be 
threatened by the Illinois 
Department of Tran-
sportation's proposal to pave 
and widen a road running 
throuldl Pine Hills. 
Environmentalists have 
voiced their many concerns 
regarding the direct impact that 
the construction wi!! have on the 
area. The road is on the 
watershed divide so that any 
run-off of road materials, road 
salt, etc., will affect water on 
both sides of the divide. The 
steep hills on either sid£' will 
develop erooion problems if 
timber is removed to widen the 
road. Clearing of timber will 
also thin out the canopy above 
the existing gravel road. The 
plant life is abundant in this 
area, but there are over 40 
species of rare and endangered 
plants. Construction and 
enlargement of the vistas will 
damage these exotics. 
The Forest Service is well 
aware of the delicacy of the 
plant and animal life at LaRue-
Pine Hills. Yet it has chosen to 
support the project. When is the 
Forest Service going to wake up 
to the fact that the preservation 
of life In all of its forms is more 
cruci.il to human survival than 
the i3ying of another blacktop? 
There is still time fer people to 
speak out and put a stop to this 
project. There are very f·ew 
areas in this country remainmg 
in a nearly preserved state. 
Let's not let anotl'~r wilderness 
area slip through our hands for 
the sake of bureaucracy. 
Letters may be directed to: 
Shawnee National Forest, 
Kenneth Henderson, Forest 
Supervisor, Route 45 South, 
Harrisburg, Ill., 62946. - Deb 
Bartlein. Graduate Student, 
Journalism 
Take a hand in ending violent crime 
To stamp-out child abuse and 
violent crime against the pt;:son 
much of our social culture must 
learn to "Think Straight." 
In full support of this great 
need there is now a new 
program available to everyone. 
It is based on self·development 
or tutorship and covers all 
forms of emotional disorders, 
anonymously. 
"Think Straight" is an easy to 
understand chemistry-of-the-
mind and thought control that 
rounds out the attitude and 
habit of behavior. It's range is 
from early inf?ncy and 
throughout life. This spec-
tacular program Clifr:rtis every 
child, teenager, parent or adult 
information and knowledge of 
themselves, their children and 
all others of impending urges 
and behavior that may threaten 
their safety. 
People everywhere are in 
desperate need of information 
and knowledge of themselves, 
their children and strangers as 
functional civilized human 
beings. "Thing Straight" is the 
philosophy specifically designed 
to fill those needs. 
For free informatiou, :;enQ a 
self-addressed, stamped en-
velope to "Think Straight," 
Route 2, Box 443, Murphysboro. 
- J. Krison, Menard 
Military macho becoming thing of the past 
WITHIN, OH. 20 years or so, 
the Soviet Union will be able to 
crush the United States in a war 
of any size - or at least it is 
beginning to sound that way. 
How's that? you say. Will our 
troops lack the strength to 
fight? Will our strategists paint 
us into a comer? Will the 
Soviets outpace us in 
technology? 
No, our troops and strategists 
are capable. And it's a matter of 
terminOlogy, not technology. 
The politicians in Washington 
will lose the war for us. They're 
the ones who give our weapons 
and forces such wimpy names. 
NOT THAT the president and 
Congress are consciously 
toppling the balance of power; 
no, they believe they are doing 
just the opposite. For instance, 
Ronald Reagan wants more 
nuclear missiles to keep us on 
par with Moscow, but he knows 
that th~ thought of nuclear war 
scares the hell out of most of us. 
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So he comes up with a new name 
for his r,-issiles to make them 
seem less dangerous, easier to 
accept. Congress, recognizing 
Reagan's ploy, OKs them, 
knowing that some constitullnts 
will be buffaloed into believing 
that more is less. 
And that's how an MX missile, 
once a deadly nuclear weapon, 
becomes a "Peacekeeper." 
THE TREND is strictly 
recent. In World War II, the 
United States and the Allies 
proudly swarmed in on Hitler 
with tanks named for our finest 
combat leaders - Sherman and 
Patton, to name two. 
In the dawn of the nuclear 
missile era, we dared the 
Soviets to start something 
against our Redstone, Atlas or 
Titan missiles. Later, we stood 
constant guard with Minuteman 
rockets. Now we're muscled 
with Pershings, named for yet 
another famed tough-guy 
general. 
How macho can a weapons 
arsenal be? 
We've scrambled F-15 
fighters into the air. We've 
scarred the land with B-52 
bombers. In war, letter-number 
combinations brim with John 
Wayne-ish charisma. 
LOOK AT the Soviets. They 
strafe the countryside with MiG-
21s and Backfire bombers. 
They've braced for holocaust 
with silos full of 88-205. Those 
names ar£' macho to the point of 
being spooky, a la Zorro. 
As it is, the balance of macho 
is assured, but not for long. 
We're losing ground fast. 
What did we send when the 
crisis deepened in Lebanon to 
the point of near disaster last 
rear? A battalion of troops to go 
m and mop up? No, we sent a 
"peacekeeping force." It got no 
respect. The force had to leave. 
Now we've taken the most 
destructive weapon available, 
an intercontinental nllclear 
missile, and reduced it to the 
same role: "Peacekeeper." 
I'M NOT of a parti('ularly 
impressive stature. but I 
WOUldn't bat an ~ye upon 
meeting a peacekeeper in a 
dark alley. The name shrinks 
what it represents to a puddle of 
wimpdom. It's gutless - and for 
all we know, the weapon might 
be too. 
I fear for the future. a time 
when military hardware will be 
tamed by name to the point of 
uselessness simply because 
knee-jerk, peace-loving liberals 
won't let Washington get away 
with remakes of "Flying 
Tigers." 
We might as well keep the 
troops at home when the Pen-
tagon announces its new line of 
"Yutz" tanks. The "Nerd" 
fighters will drop like flies. And 
nobody will want to break a 
bottle of bubbly on the new "98-
pound· weakling' , nuclear 
submarine. 
Ultimately, we will have to 
surrender when our best 
ballistics experts produce the 
··You-wouidn·t-hit-a-guy·with-glas-
ses" missile. 
Strangely enough, "peace 
through strength" begins to 
sound sensible. 
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A lightweight to-speed 
without a heavyweight price. 
Our World8 proves 
you don't have to spend a 
bundle to get a 10-speed that's 
respectable. 
It's a handsome, easy-
riding machine that's 
rugged enough for 
those bumpy city 
streets. 
$169.95 
~N~ 
CYCLES 
300 S. III. C'dale 549-3612 
--Wealth and CPitness Guide----
DANCERCISE: Open 
sessions 5 to 6 p.m. Monday 
through Friday in Recreation 
Center West Gym. Limited 
sessions for first 50 participants 
meet 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. Mondays 
and We<:..,esdays, and 9 to 10 
a.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays 
in Recreation Center Dance 
Studio. No registration 
required. 
DANCERCISE PLUS: For 
advanced dance enthusiasts. 
Sessions meet 6 to 7 p.m. 
Mondays and Wednesd~ys in 
Recreation Center Dance 
Studio. No registration 
required. 
ECTRACISE: Physical fit-
ness development to music. 
Sessions meet 6 to 7 p.m. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays in 
Recreation Center West Gym. 
No registration required. 
GOAL GETTERS: Personal 
incent;ve program for ac-
cumulating workout distances. 
Register at Recreation Center 
Information Desk or call 
R~reational Sports, 536-5531, 
for information . 
WEIGHT TRAINING FOR 
BEGINNERS: To meet nOOll to 
2 p.m. Saturday in Recreation 
Center Dance Studio. No 
registration required. 
WEIGHT TRAINING CON-
SULTATION: Weight training 
instructor available for in-
struction and help 6 to 6:30 p.m. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays in 
Recreaticn Center Weight 
Room. 
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM· 
S~ion II registration begin~ 
Monday at Recreation Center 
Information Desk. Classes to 
meet Monday through Friday, 
July9t020. 
BEGINNING TENNIS FOR 7 
to 12 year olds: Sessions begin 
Saturday, 9 to 10:30 a.m. at 
Law School Tennis Courts. 
Regbtration at Recreation 
Center Information Desk. 
FITNES3 PROGRAMS FOR 
SPECIAL POPULATIONS: 
Contact Rick Green or Randy 
Osborn, 536-5531, to schedule a 
regular training .ime. 
YOUTH DIVING 
PROGRAM: Registration 
begins Wednesday for begin-
ning, advanced and 1n-
termediate classes. Sessions 
will meet in July. Call 
Recreational Sports, 536-~531, 
for more information. 
MI~D-BODY-SPIRIT 
CANOEING: Basic in-
struction in handling a canoe 
provided daily from noon to 6 
p.m. at Campus Lake Boat 
Dock. No registration require1. 
SUNFISH SAILING: 
Sailboats may be rented for use 
on Camous Lake. Lessons also 
available. Register at 
Campus Lake Boat Dock. Boat 
dock hours noon to 6 p.m. dailv. 
SAILRIDING: Sailriders may 
be rented for use on Campus 
Lake. Lessons also aV.iilable. 
Register at Campus Lake. 
Boat Dock. Boat dock hours 
noon t06 p.m. daily. 
--Campus C}3riefs----
A COU:'IISELING GROUP for 
women with bulimia will start 
this week at the Counseling 
Center. Persons interested in 
partiCipating may contact 
Kathy Hotelling, 453-5371. 
TilE SOUTHERN ILLI:'IIOIS 
Collegiate Sailing Club will hold 
shore school at 6 p.m. Mondays 
and Wednesdays at Its 
clubhouse on Crab Orchard 
Lake Club rr.eetings are helrl at 
7 p.m. Thursdays in Lawson 201. 
AN OPEN MEETINC for 
pers{J;ts interested in a 14-day 
travel study to the nation uf 
Haiti will be held at 1:30 p.m. 
Wednesday in the University 
Museum Auditorium. The trip is 
set for Dec. 'n, 1984 to Jan. 12, 
1935. Doyne Horsley and James 
Kilker of SIU-C are the field 
travel directors. 
SUMMER SCHOOL SIZZLER81 
NEW, USED & DEMO SALE 
\CASSETTE DECKS I 
\RECEIVERS I 
~n_ :~~ _;~:~~!~~ill 
PIONEER SXIOl NEW 129.95 (UST 200 (0) 
nCtL~ICSSAIlO NEW 1l9.9~ (UST IllO! 
JVCRKIOONEW 149.95 (UST 190) 
PIONEERSXJOlNEW 169.95(UST2401 
nCHNICSSAlIONEW 179.95 (UST 240001 
SONY STRUX150 NEW 179.951llST 11000) 
JVC VR55('5 USED 69.95 
YAMAHA CR440 USED 79.95 
I SPEAKERS I 
ft· ~;J l 8) K~t t:~,t 
AAl DR800 NEW 49.95 EA. lUST 90001 
JVCSKSII NEW 59.95 EA(UST85 (0) 
ADVENT 1001 NEW 69.95 EA(UST 1101 
GENESIS BASlCOJJSEaJr 79.95 EAiU>iI101 
AAl DIUOOO NEW 89.95 EA (UST 15(, (0) 
BOSE 101 NEW 99.95 EA lUST 150.001 
&TDK. 
SA 90 
219 EACH 
maxell, 
UDXLII 
23.5 EACH 
VHS 
AMPEXT·120 
599 EACH 
SONY: 
BETAl-750 6 95 EACH 
(W/$1.00 Factory Rebate) 
harman/kardon 
Technics 
JVC GENESIS· 
·O'YAMAHA 
~ = §:E~-J 4 -- • 
JVC LAIIO NEW 69.8.0(UST 1101 
nctL~ICS SlBlro NEW 79.95 lUST 1101 
JVC QlAlOO NEW 99.95 (LST 150J 
JVC QLFlOO NEW 119.95 (U3T 1701 
nCtL"ICS SlQ100 NEW I' 9.95 (UST 160 001 
JVC lE5 DEMO 180.00 IUST:JX)(J()) 
~ 
MIDlAND 69.95 (UST 100001 
SA."YO fTC45 69.95 lUST 1(0) 
~ 
JVCCS410l4.95 PR(UST5OJ 
JVC CS410 H.95 lUST 701 
JVc CS691099.95 (UST 129.95) 
PlO!'o"EER 'TII6905(1 WAYJ 99.95 (IJST 145.(J()) 
SONY WIo1-10 99.95 
SONYWWF10 129.95 
SONYTOCU159.95 
SONYWM-FII09.95 
~~ 
715 S. University 529-4757 A 
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Ofilrers Don Strom. left. and Paul StaHey answer' 
Residents told at workshop 
not to fear police questioning 
By Jeff Wilkinson 
Staff Writer 
If you are stopped by the 
police, don't be afraid. Give 
your nam
'
, and address, ac-
count for JOur presence in the 
area, and don't say anything 
else. 
The police lDay frisk you for 
concealed weapons and search 
you or your car if they feel they 
have probable cause. And if you 
are arrested, you will be taken 
to the police station in hand-
cuffs, questioned and bond will 
be set. If bond is Dot im-
mediately set, you will be takell 
before a judge within 24 hours. 
Those were the messages 
delivered by two attorneys at 
the first of a series of workshops 
sponsored by the NAACP to help 
diffuse hostilities between the 
Carbondale police and some city 
residents. 
During a workshop Thursday 
night at the EU ... -ma C. Hayes 
Center, Jackie Abel, a Jackson 
County public defender, and 
Jim Roberts, a Carbondale 
attorney, said that just i>eing 
stopped by the yolice or taken to 
the police station tor 
questioning does not constitute 
an arrest. They said residents 
should not be alarmed or 
defensive .... hen approached by 
the police. 
"YOU ARE not arrested until 
YlIu're read Miranda," Abel 
said, referring to the familiar 
rights statement which begins: 
".You h~ve the right ~o remain 
sllent... 
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"Even if you are arrested, the 
police do not have to read 
Miranda if they arc not going to 
question you or if they don't 
need a confession." But, she 
!;aid, an officer must read you 
your rights before questioning. 
Abel said the worst thing 
suspects can do is to try to talk 
their way out of the situation. 
She said anything you say will 
be remembered by the officer 
and used in court. Even if you 
are not guilty of the charge you 
are arrested for, you may be 
found guilty of obstructing an 
officer if you lie ti) him during 
the questioning. The best thing 
to say. according to Abel, is "I 
don't want to answer any 
questions. I want to talk to a 
lawyer." 
WHEl': YOU are brought 
'. 
,n;l(A""'.lHl)1 •• "!~'. 
-STAA nEK II' WUKDAYI ~ TK! !~~AC" 
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before a judge, other charges 
besides those outlined at the 
time of arrest may have been 
filed against you, Abel said. 
Roberts classified con-
frontations with police into 
three types: 
The first is a casual lJ'eeting 
with the officer - an exchange oi 
heJlo" or short conversation not 
relating to the investigation of a 
crime. Yow' rights in this type 
of encounter are the same as 
any other citizen. 
The- second is th~ stop and 
See POUCE, Page 7 
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Board names Mitchell, Karnes 
public service award winners 
A veteran English Depart· 
ment faculty member and the 
longtime director of the 
University's Area Services 
Office have won the 1984 Lindell 
Sturgis Memorial Public Ser-
vice AW<'Ird offered by the SIV 
Board of Trustees. 
Betty Lou Mitchell, assistant 
proiessor of Er.glish, and Rex 
Karnes, director of Area Ser-
vices for the Office of Regional 
Research and Services, were 
named winners of the ,ifth 
annual award during the 
trustees' meeting last Thursday 
at the Touch of Nature En-
vironmental Center. 
The Sturgis Award was 
established in 1911O by the family 
of the late Lindell W. Sturgis of 
,Metropolis to recognize 
"significant non- job-rela ted 
~ervice to the community, area, 
st::te or nation." 
The award, which carries a 
cash gift of $500, was set up 
through an endowment fund in 
theSIV Foundat:"n. 
Sturgis served on the 
Teachers College Board and the 
SIU cr·ard of Trustees for. ;-:lre 
than 30 years before he retired 
in 1971. He was chairman of the 
board from 1969 until his 
retirement. He died in 1972 at 
the age of 73. 
iviit<:hell, a 35-year member of 
the Engii:.h Department, was 
cited for "dedication and 
commitment which }mve gone 
far beyond the classroom and 
the department." 
A lon~time member of the 
Carbon(.ale Public Library 
Board, she is past president of 
the Carbondale City Panhellenic 
organization and former 
membership chairwoman of the 
Jackson County Humane 
Society. 
She won the Carbondale 
PanheJlenic's Woman of the 
Year Award in 1973 and the SIU-
C Studt'nt Affairs Service 
Award m 1982. 
A two-degree graduate of the 
Univ~rsity, Mitchell is a native 
of Benton. 
Karnes, who joined the 
University in 1955 as assistant 
director of the Area Services 
Office and has been director 
since 1973, was awarded the 
first Sturgis Award presented 
for professional achievement. 
Karnes served as chairman of 
the Sturgis Award committee 
Beat the Heatl 
Have your car air-conditioner checked out early 
TUNE UP FOR VACATION NOW. 
We also do all other auto repairs, 
(hres, baUerles, etc.) 
529-9315 
WISTOWN SHELL 
Rt. 13 West (nextto U,.nn,."I."'·.1 
Get your Coo .. Coo Bucks every 
Tuesday 
I5Oi!EERS FROM 8·10 pm\ 
FREE POPCORN FREE ADMISSION 
Bucks are f!oodfor many prizes at the auction: 
50 cases of beer 
sailboat 
UPTOWN SHO 
OUTLET 
waterbed 
plus many more prizes 
N arne brand shoes 
at discount prices 
e Leather Boots 
e \Vestern ZiPu::/ptyles 
eTinted & 
Corduroy Shoes ~ 
214 East Freeman 
(Campus Shopping . 
Center) 529-4383 
. \. " • . 1'(. 
from 198(\ If) 1983. A native of 
Carrier Mills who was reared in 
Golconda, he is well·kno .... " in 
Southern Illinois, having 
represented the University in 
numerous organizations, such 
as Southern Illinois Inc., the 
Shawnee Hills Recreation 
Association and the ::·,uthern 
IIImois Recreation Council. 
mcorr 
Rex Karnes &!tty Mitchell 
POLICE: Allay fears, lawyers say 
Continued from Page 6 
frisk. You may be frisked if the 
officer feels he has a reasonable 
suspicion that you have com-
mitted a crime and that he must 
guarantee his own safety. Cal...5e 
for a frisk can be a conspicuous 
bulge in a pocket of a suspect, a 
hand in a pocket or even your 
presence in a high crime area. 
At that point, Roberts said, you 
are still not under arrest, but 
must identify yourself and 
account for your actions. If the 
officer has no probable cause to 
arrest you, and you react 
reasonably, he must let you go, 
Roberts said. 
THE THIRD type of en 
counter is the arrest. At that 
time you will physically be 
taken into custody. The officer 
has already made the decision 
that you have committed a 
crime based upon a warrant or 
observation. Do not resist, the 
attorneys advised. Resisting 
arrest can be running away 
from the officer, pushing the 
officer, pulling your arms away 
or even Just sitting down. Verbal 
harassment is not consideredl 
resisting arrest, but it isn't 
smart. Abel said. 
The workshop was held by the 
National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People 
as one solution to charges of 
alleged harassment of Car· 
bondale blacks by the Car-
bondale Police Department. 
Carbondale NAACP president 
AI Ross said community 
members need to know morf 
about their rights, and "have 
the responsibility to insist that 
direct action be tal~en" on all 
acts of harassment. 
Busy People have to make quick chOices. 
Choose the Daily Egyptian to present your 
message in the most profeSSional and 
efficient manner. 
Contact a Daily Egyptian Sales Representative 
at 536-331 J. _~I 
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CSEC announces membe'rs for '84- '85 
The Civil Service Employees 
Council recently seated its ncw 
members. 
ME'mbers of the council for 
1984-\fJ85 and repr -sentine the 
acaden.ic :jector are: Mark 
Cosgrove, Jacquelin~ Goepfert. 
Geraldine Kelley. Barbara 
Humphrey. Joann Marks and 
David Su .nders; campus 
services, Ed oryant. Mamie 
Coffey, Roger Hines. J3mes 
Smith and Max Waldron: 
financial affairs . .JE'anne Eaton 
and K.w Offutt; .,tuden' affairs. 
Kenneth Carr, R,' •• Mahoney. 
Rosla Kerrens and Georgia 
Kelley; president's office and 
ufl!versity relatIOns Jerry 
J.ooft 
New officers are Looft, chair: 
Waldron. vice chair: Bryant. 
recorder; Goepfert, 
corresponding secretary; and 
treasurer. Eaton. Stand:ng 
committee rr ." will be 
!iameo at a m'-~,,"lg in .Juiy. 
Staff Photo by Stephe.. Kennedy 
Richard J. Robison and Dpni'le Cocking are In the Stage (;ompany production of "Bus Stop." 
'Bus Stop' casting a success 
By Joe Walter 
~taff Writer 
The Stage Company's 
opening-night presentation of 
William lnge's "Bus Stop" as 
dinner-theater in the Southern 
Illinois Airport's Fli~ht 
Re.~taurant was entertainmg 
and well-paced. 
The actors. working on a set 
that looked like a part of the 
restaurant's dining room. gave 
credible performances. The 
audience. numbering more than 
100. obviously enjoyed the show 
about eight characters who 
r~~ck~~hJ!i ~:~!t.?s~ 
bus stop. 
The parts for most of the roles 
were well...cast. 
Bil Dwyer as Bo Decker, the 
yaung cowboy who falls in love' 
with the untalented chante1JSe, 
Cherie. is a natural for the nle. 
He gives Bo a frantic and 
stubborn nature when unsure, 
as a way to cover up his in-
security and gentle nature. 
Anc!her nat.u-al is Nick Earl 
as Virgil Blessing, Bo's older 
pal. Earl handles the role with 
ease, as one could observe not 
oIlly from his western speech 
~A !'heater It:: ~ ~:' 
GRevlew/ .• 1 : 
but also from his mannerisms 
and facial expressions. He 
makes his character sym-
pathetic and. in a way. pathetiC. 
Denice Cocking as Grace 
Hoylard. the owner of the diner, 
and Richard Robison as earl. 
the bus driver and Grace's 
lover, are adequate because 
their roles are not very 
challenging. 
Tammy Rosa as Cherie 
caused the audience to roar at 
one point in the performanCE 
during her nightclub routine. 
Though Rosa gave Ule part a lot 
of energy, it's hard to see the 
character as anything more 
Uu>n a dumb blonde. Luckily, 
for ti;~ sake of variety. Rosa is a 
brunette. 
Cam Garbutt as Dr. Gerald 
Lyman, the drunken English 
professor who has an eye for 
young Eima Duckworth (Kim 
Balsky) , slurrpd his words so 
much in the beginning of the 
first act that he wa~ hard to 
understand. But he and Balsley 
fii COUPON 
I FREEl 
II A Tasty Meat Entree With The Purchase of Our Vegetable Buffet Bar. I 4 Tasty Entrees to Choose From Nightly. I Coupon Expires June 30, 1984 
~--------COUPON • __ • __ • __ • __ ._._-
FIRST 'N' FINEST ... ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
VEGETABLE BUFFET BAR! 
Choo .. lrom.. .. nutri.tou. 'n' dftkiaua. .. pa ... on ... com ... grnn 
M.:Jfta. ,pinto b"M ... ca~ ... brocco& 'n' d .... "UU". ,...... l 
lao", and nwriohl.,. brooda. .. com b....!.. roll .... n..h boked 
. btlcutli! 
E~o.:.·:!-:~ $2 99 as you lik •. t2..99 ...., 
s...od 0,30 '0 'HIO P.M. • 
'-............. 12 ................ _c........-l ..... ,..,... ...... 
1010 E. Main. Carbondale. n 62901 
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played well off each other. 
especially when the two 
characters played Romeo and 
Juliet. 
David Flavin as the sheriff. 
Will. seemed miscast. Although 
Flavin gave the role the good old 
college try. his YOUf.g. fresh face 
did not jibe with the maturity of 
the character. 
Although this presentation of 
"Bus Stop" was pntertaining. it 
was also watered down to 
lighten it up for dinner-theater. 
This diluting only takes away 
some of the dimen~ions of the 
characters. 
A newcomer to this play 
would find it hard to believe that 
Blessing and Lyman are 
capable of soliciting I'llthoS. 
~: •. ' ... ~'.~." ..• o. '»<'~\ i ~ ! , 1~ ~ 
HAIRCUT $5 
THRU JUNE 30 
Adam·s Rib 
Campus Shopping Center 
Flowerama 
Lorge Piants- $12.95 
Sm(11! Plants- $4.99 
a do~en roses- $14.95 
Everyday Special bouquet- $2.99 
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Remodeling Sale 
50 % off on everything 
in the store 
Todav thru Friday. June 22 
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Closed Sat & Sun 
816 E. Main 
529-5155 
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Young's blues straight from. heart 
By PhU Milano 
Staff Writer 
There's on.y one way to play 
the blues - straight from the 
heart. You ran show off with all 
the style if! the world. but if 
tnere's no reeling behind it. you 
may as well pack up' and go 
home. becall~ you II never 
reach you!' audience. 
Mighty Joe Youn~. an electric 
bluesman in the vem of Freddie 
King and Luther Allison. 
reaches his audience and then 
some. Kicking off the Sunset 
Concert Series on Thursday 
evening on the steps of Shryock 
Auditoriwn. he wove a brand of 
Chicago-style urban blues 
through the crowd that put the 
world and its troubles on hold 
for a few hours. 
0\ Concert' - ~-GReview,~~ 
Having "educated" the public 
with his guitar and voice for 
almost 30 years, Mighty Joe 
knows when to cut out a scor-
ching lead on the guitar he calls 
;::f:~a~~ e\~~.il on a 
But simply possessing fan-
tastic technique and ingenuity 
isn't enough when you're 
playing the blues. More than 
any other form of coatemporary 
music. the blues requires an 
outpouring of feelings with each 
performance that lends 
meaning to all the flashy 
stylistics. Technique is the 
vehicle. but the emotion is the 
message. 
Mighty Joe's message is clear 
- forget your worries, have fun 
and dance. As he shook and 
pushed his guitar so he could get 
as much music out of it as 
possible. it was clear this blues 
stylist was getting his message 
across. Simplf seeing the crowd 
of punks. hippies. straights. 
whit'dS. blacks, old and young 
turned into a dancing, swaying 
and jerking mass during the 
perfA)rmance was evidence 
enough. 
Between hour-long sets. 
Mighty Joe spoke about his love 
for the blues. 
"I like a groove to my music," 
he said. "It makes you happy." 
Although there is a groove to 
the blues that appeals to a 
surprising large cross section of 
races and ages, the blues. 
because of its lyric content. has 
had a difficult time catching on 
with younger blacks. 
"BI .. .:k people had a hell of a 
IX st. and the young ones don't 
want to think about it," Mighty 
Joe said. "They want to move 
on, but they'll pick up on the 
blues because it s their identity. 
because it's part of us." he said. 
Everyone picked up on 
Mighty Joe's version of "Sweet 
Home Chicago" at the close of 
the second set. The song had the 
crowd breaking the rope 
barriers in front of the stage and 
dancing up the steps. 
Judging from Thursday 
night'S offering, the blues will 
always be here in one fonn or 
another. Whether it is called 
rock, rhythm and blues or fW'.k, 
the blues will always come 
through as the driving force 
behina the music. That is, as 
long as we have artists such as 
Mighty Joe Young around. 
,..~""''''~. O· I" Murdal. 
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Mighty Joe Young played from·the-heart blues Thursday night. 
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Sounds Like Good Hews 
at 
Penny Plncher Prices 
Place a J line 
D.E. classlfleel 
for" dcrys and 
aet S 1.00 off. 
-no ... basln~1I ads on!y 
-mOKhandlso 'or solo 
(no ,.ntGI or sorvlco ads) 
-ailitoms prlC" not 
toO.CO" $300 
-ad malt ltert on Taosday. 
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Operators' stereotypical voice 
being replaced by nlicrochips 
HARRISBURG, Pa. (API --
The stereotypical nasal voice of 
the directory assisl'lnce 
operator is be,n?, replaced all 
over the country with a voice 
generated by computer 
micrr,chips. 
Slowly but inexorably. 
telephone systems nationwide 
are installing romputer 
equipment that generates a 
female·sounding voice that 
recites the requested number 
twice. 
Forty percent of the old Bell 
Telephone system nationwide 
has the computerized audio 
response system, and all 
directory assistance offices will 
be using it by mid·1985, said 
Richard Keener, a district 
manager for Bell Com-
munications Research. 
The r,eason, quite simply. is 
economic. Operators can handle 
25 percent more calls with the 
help of their com')lIteriz~d 
!<idekick. . 
With the new system. an 
operator takes a ca:l. finds thp 
requested number on a mer.llar 
and then punches the in· 
formation into a computer 'hat 
could be a hundred miles away. 
The computer voice synthe~·izer 
repeats the phone number hlilce 
and then tells the caller he or 
she can stdY on the line if they 
want totalk toa human ae:ain. 
SEINING THE BEST 
ARAB/AMERICAN FOOD 
IN TOWN. 
I-----COUPON ----, 
I I I Falafel~: 
I I ~ ____ COUPON. ____ _ 
r---- COUPON ,-_._--
I Y4 lb. Hambu"ger I I in Pita I 
I 99. I 
,-----COUPON----.J 
Hours: /0·10 sever. 
days a week 
PEERLESS STEEL 
BELTED RADI ALS 
Rt.51·S. 
$38.~7 
$39.61 
$.4106 
$.4265 
$.46.00 
$.47.00 
$.4900 
S5O.00 
S5O.00 
551.00 
S53.00 
556.00 
rncludes mounting 
,-----COUPON----, 
I Beef & Lamb I I Gyros in Pita I 
I $1.50 i 
_____ .c:OUPON __ I 
'.----- COUPON --==. I Chicke'1 I 
I in Pita : l $1.20 I -"~--COUPON ._~_J 
20 I S. II/inois 549·454' 
GOOD TIL6/2S/84 
*plus inslollolion 
* most Americon cors 
e4 Full Tread Plys 
of Polyester 
eWhitewalls 
SIZE COST 
A78·1S $28.00 
878·13 $29.50 
08·14 $31.00 
E78·14 $33.00 
F78·14 $34.00 
G78·14 S~5.00 
H78·14 $37.00 
G78·15 $35.00 
H78·15 $37.00 
l78·15 $39.00 
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Program's students earn credit for volunteering 
By Morgan Falkner 
StarfWriter 
SIU-C students can gain up to 
nine credit hours this summer 
for doing voluntP.er work as far 
away as Chicago by signing up 
for the Credit for Structured 
Volunteer Service program. 
CSVS, a replacement for the 
University Year for Action 
program, has been offering 
academic credit as an incentive 
to encourage undergraduate 
and graduate students to do 
structured volunteer work. 
Under the leadership of Paul 
S. Denise and Anita Rosen, 
faculty members in sociai and 
community services, CSVS has 
grown from 10 student volun-
teers when the program began 
in Fall 1982 to 60 volunteers for 
the Spring 1984 semester. 
For the first time, the CSVS 
program is being offered during 
the summer. According to 
Denise. the growth of the 
program is a major reason for 
expansion into summer 
semester. 
DENISE SAID any student, 
regardless of major, may enroll 
in one of the four offered 
courses. The amount of work a 
stUdent wants determines which 
course that student should take. 
Denise said a daily log is the 
only requirement aside from 
actual volunteer work that 
students are responsible for. 
The log must be updated daily 
and turned in at each month's 
end, he said. 
The daily log illustrates the 
success or failure of the 
voJuJi~eer's work, Denise said. 
In one case, he said, a volunteer 
was rf.$ponsible for reading to a 
blind student in order to com-
pensate for a lack of ap-
propriate texts done ir. Braille. 
Denise said he later found out 
through the log th&t the 
volunteer was amaled to 
discover that the student she 
was helping was actually better 
read than she. Moreover, the log 
showed that 3 very special 
rel:1tionship formed as a result 
of tneir work. 
Although most of the 
program's voluteers work in the 
Carbondale area, there is a 
growing number of volunteers 
doing work far from the city. 
DEBBIE Birdsong is involved 
in the University Studies 
program and is engaged in her 
second semester of CSVS 
related work - helping to get a 
United Way chapter started in 
Mount Vernon. Although home 
life and a full time job at Illinois 
Power have kept Birdsong from 
enrolling in the program this 
summer (a minimum number of 
volunteer hours must be 
maintained d'lring the week to 
rect'ive credIt) she still does as 
much volunteer work as she 
can. 
Birdsong received four hours 
of credit for her work during the 
spring and hopes to enroll in the 
program again next fall. 
"I've gotten more out of this 
than I have most courses. I'm 
receiving credit and filling a 
need," Birdsong said. Although 
Birdsong has done volunteer 
work in the past, notably WIth 
the Red Cross. she said this is 
the first time she has really 
gotten involved with & 
me~ningful. non-pa~g job .. 
Lisa Foropoulos IS earnmg 
five credit-hours for her 
volunteer work at the Northeast 
Illinois Planning Commission. 
Foropoulos. like Birdsong, is 
involved in senior-level work 
and is glad to be gaining 
academic credit while home for 
the summer. 
DENISE said one sturient 
received credit through the 
CSVS program last year while 
in "'exas_ 
While CSVS offers academic 
credit many miles away from 
campus, Denise said that the 
strength of the program is in its 
service to local organizations 
and groups. "Our first 
semester, we served seven area 
organizations ." but 32 have 
since beera served and over 40 
could be served now," Denise 
said_ A few of the organizations 
involved in the CSVS program 
are the Women's Center. 
Synergy and the Jackson 
County Network. 
In addition to the myriad of 
off-campus organizations in-
volved in the rrogram CSVS 
also offers credi for on-campus 
volunteer work. according to 
Denise. People working at the 
Thompson Point sound room, 
for example, are earning credit-
hours through the program. 
Denise stressed that offering 
credit for on-campus vc:unteer 
work is tricky and that deter-
mining what qualifies under the 
program is a case-by-case 
situation. 
COURSE grading is based on 
the thoroughness of the log and 
the written report of respective 
organization2' supervisors at 
the end of the semester. 
Denise said he encourages 
any undergraduate or graduate 
student to sign up for the 
program. Those who are in-
terested can contact Paul S. 
Denise at the Office of Com-
munity Development, 453-2243. 
AMA asked to support air bag law for new cars 
CHICAGO (AP) - Requiring 
air bags to be installed in all 
new cars and light trucks would 
do much to soften the blow that 
highway traffic deaths deal 
Americans each year, an 
American Medical Association 
committee was told Monday. 
"Automatic air cushions have 
been used in over 12,000 cars 
drivp.n about one billion miles in 
the United States and Canada, 
and (in) about 24,000 cars in 
Europe," according to Dr. 
Edward Pressor, co-author of a 
resolution supporting federally 
mandated air-bag installment. 
"In the nearly 300 crashes that 
occurred -juring such driving, 
the cu"hions performed 
satisfactorily. " 
Pressor's rer.!lrks were in-
cluded in information supplied 
to the AMA's legislative com-
mittee, which will make a 
recommendation on the 
proposal to the 353-member 
House of Delegates. The 
delegates ha"., gathered this 
week for their annual meeting. 
Pressor noted that the AMA in 
lIno endorsed paSSive restraint 
systems in automobiles, and 
that twice since then the U.S. 
Department of Transportation 
has backed off on a safety 
standard requiring "full passive 
restraint" in the front seats of 
new vehicles. 
"The U.S. Supreme Court in 
June 1983 found that 'For nearly 
a decade the automobile in-
dustry waged the regulatory 
equivalent of war against the 
air bag and lost - the inflatable 
restrain~ was proven suf-
ficiently effective,'" Pressor 
noted. 
He added that under the 
court's decision, Secretary of 
Transportation Elizabeth Dole 
has a July 11 deadline to "either 
consider the matter further or 
adhere to or amend the stan-
dard along lines which its 
a~:;';isr~~~~' on seatbelts 
or air bags were being con-
-sidered by the committee 
Monday in what one doctor 
called "8 full-court press to 
Beef, ,.rk, Chicken 
Belt ill Seuthem 
IlIillOi. 
Jin'• Bar-B-Q 
1000 fl ... ,., S29-1S)J 
carry the day for air bags." 
"We don't want to give up the 
idea of manual seatbelts - they 
should still be included as 
standard equipment in all 
cars," said Dr. Eugene E. 
Eldredge, another co-author of 
the resolution supporting 
federal requirements. 
"PIe fact is that there are a 
lot of people who do not buckle 
up," said Eldredge. "Average 
seatbell use nationally is f\"lly 10 
percent to 14 percent, in spite of 
years of education and public 
information efforts." 
One opponent to the 
resolution, Dr. Andrew Mc-
Canse of Kansas City, said no 
figures exist to show how many 
r------------------------------, LA ROMA'S PIZZA 
'$1.00 off ~ 12 ... eok ••••• 
with delivery of small 
or ntecllum plua 
..... e ....... . 
with lar .. or X.lar .. 
-529·1344-L~-------~----------~---------J r--:;rZ=-=·=-=,"'il~i~~~~-.----.~~::;. r~;:~.~n?· ,/;}.:':. ~~iIiJ 
SPC Consorts Is tak-Ing 
applications for summer 
members to help with 
Sunset Concerts. 
For more information 
Come to the SPC Office ~ 
3rd floor Student Center,~ 
or ca II 536-3393 --
The 
Luthern Student 
Center 
and 
Chopel of Saint Paul 
The Apostle 
700 S. University, Cdale 
Rev. Hillard K. Ranta 
Campus Pastor 
549-169 .. 
Sunday Schedule: 
Worship and Holy Communion 
BiblelTopic Study Hour 
11:00a.m. 
9:45a_m. 
After the service, you're invited to join us in the 10ung.'1 
for coH_, teo, fruit drink, and conversation. 
The Lutheran Center is open everyday. You're welcome 
to drop by to visit, relax in the lounge, or use the library 
for study anytime. 
WELCOME I 
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traffic fatalities could be killed in 1961 
prevented by the use of air bags. 
McCanse, a surgeon since 1961 
and medical director for a 
General Motors plant for the 
Est year, said he has bE:en a 
'near-100 percent" seat belt-
user since his brother was 
thrown from a sports car and 
He said a c'ecade 01 trials with 
air bags at General Motors met 
with a lack of interest from the 
public, and plans for a second 
geno!ration of testing were 
scrapped. The bags add about 
$900 to $1,100 to the price of a 
new car. 
B~EAKFASTI ~ ZEQ::!~!~!w- .,;~ 
Bacon or$ausage, Toast sBIMlwtch 
or Blscalts & Coff.. ~~. -.-
s 1" MON-F". I ~~? 
7-10:30"" 
.. ~.C.'. EUROTAN 
(On the Island, Next to Nolder Sterao) 
~ Tan In an air conditioned 
fIM""':~ relaxed atmosphere 
TID for S3 tbru Jull' 1 
Summer Hours M-F 2-1 
715 v. So UnlverslW 
529·5141 
Tuesday 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
featuring 
"MR. LUCKY" 
~ 11 N. Washington 457-3308 ,-. 
. ........ ~~~It 
Autom.akers, safety grollps eye state seat belt bill 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) -- The 
auto industry and higi.way 
safety Ilr"iips are closely 
watchil'@!l the Legisil.ture, which 
could pass the nation's first 
maT,datory seat belt law \\"ithin 
tl'e next two weeks and spur 
s'milar action in other states. 
Legislation that would require 
seat belts to be worn by drivers 
ancl front-seat passengers in 
cars and pick-ups has motored 
through the Illinois House and a 
state Senate committee. It is 
now at p."\ssage stage in the full 
Senate. 
Gov. James R. Thompson has 
not taken a position on the 
legislation. 
The push for the new law has 
spawned an unusual coalition of 
carmakers and safety groups, 
which is battling opposition 
from those who complain 
government shouldn't try to 
protect ~ple from themselves. 
"If Illinois passed it, it would 
giv:; momentum to the bills that 
Park district sets 
karate classes for 
adults, children 
The Carbondale Park District 
will offp,r karate classes 
beginning Tuesday. 
Summer sessions will be held 
from 5 to 6 p.m. Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. They are open to 
men, women and children. 
Ir.struction will be given by 
Mike Wadiak, fourth degree 
black belt. 
Classes will be held at the 
Carbondale Park District 
Community Center, 208 W. Elm 
St 
Persons desiring to register 
may call the Carbondale Park 
District at 529-4147 or Wadiak at 
549-4808. 
Beg your pardon 
It was incorrectly reporteo in 
the Daily Egyptian on Friday 
that the bac:helor's degree 
program in Clothing and Tex-
tiles would be reassigned from 
the Division of Comprehensive 
Planning and Design in the 
College of Human Resources to 
STC's Division of Advanced 
Technical Studies. 
The program will actually 
move to the Department of 
Vocational Education Studies, 
College of Education. 
Also, the bachelor's degree in 
Consumer Economics and 
Family Management will mOVE 
from the Division of Human 
Development, Olllege of Humar. 
Resources, to the Division 01 
Advanced Technical Studies. 
School of Technical Careers. 
Puzzle ansltters 
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CarIJondale-Chieago 
$67.00 
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I 8 & Array •• 
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are being considered in 
Michigan, New York and 
Delaware," said Katy Godar, 
spokeswoman for the 
Washington, D.C.-based 
Highway Users Federation. 
Prospects for Senate approval 
before the scheduled June 30 
adjournment are uncertain. The 
measure cleared the House last 
month with one vote tf 'pare. 
The legislation, which alIows 
a fine of up to $25 for violations, 
was introduced at the 
automakers' request by state 
Rep. John Cullerton, a Chicago 
Democrat. 
The automakers want 
mandatory seat belt laws to 
ease pressure on them to install 
air bags or other so-called 
passive restraints in cars, he 
said. They have hired lobbyists 
who are adding votes to the 
legislative scorecard, he said. 
". don'L share their 
motivation, llut I share their 
goal," Cullerton said. 
On the other side of the issue 
are people who argue govern-
ment shouldn't be interfering 
with their lives. 
"If you pass this,lefs prohibit 
smoking and drinking," said 
Republican Rep. Dwight 
Friedrich of Centralia during 
the House debate. "I don't think 
it's the obligation of government 
to regulate everything." 
Cu\1erton dismissc~ that 
argument. 
"It's not a matter of in-
dividual liberties," Cullerton 
said. "The purpose of this bill is 
to save lives." 
Automakers are keeping tabs 
on developments in Springfie!rl 
"because we think Illinois 
probably has une of the best 
chances of passing the law," 
said AI Rothenberg, spokesman 
for the Motor Vehicle 
Manufacturer's Association in 
Detroit. 
The measure also has support 
in New York, where similar 
legislation has cleared the 
Senate and awaits a vote in the 
Asserr.bly. 
New lork Gov. Mario Cuomo 
last week signed a bill that 
makes New York the first state 
to require insurance dIscounts 
for cars <>quipped with air bags 
or automati~ seat belts, which 
wrap around a driver when the 
car door is closed 
The action in the state 
legislatures has been prompted, 
in part, by the federal govern-
slue INTRAMURAL SPORTS 
Sponsor:.o 
eOREC ULTIMATE FRISIEI 
(no officials) 
CAPTAIN'S MiniNG .:00 pm Monday, 
June 25. at Room 158 SRC 
ROSTIIS DUI BY 9:00 pm Monday. June 25 at 
SRC Information De.k 
LATI INTIIII ACCIPTID until 5:00 pm 
Tue.day, June 26. with $2.00 late .ntry fe •. 
.-------------------- --, I '1.99 caa~~us M ! Special Westown IMcIon;crs 
I your choice of coupon 
D BIG MAC :~:~~:; o Quarter Pounder (open till 11 pm) 
D Quarter Pounder with cheese 
DMcRib 
D 6-piece McNugget 
Includes lor Fries and Medium Soft Drink. 
ment. 
A Tranr.portation Department 
regulation recommended 
during .Jimmy CartE'r's ad-
ministration required 
automakers to install air bags 
or automatic seat belts. 
Transportation Secretary 
Elizabeth Dole is considering 
alternatives to that rule, in, 
cluding one that would exempt 
stg!es with mandatory seat belt 
laws, said Bob Marx, a 
spokesman for Mrs. Dole. 
Propon'.!nts of the seat belt 
laws say the measures will save 
lives, and cite statistics to back 
up their claim. 
If seat belts were worn by 80 
percent of drivers and 
passengers, nearly 13,300 Ih'e5 
would be saved yearly, ac-
cording to a Highway Users 
Federation spokeswoman. 
About 331,000 injuries could be 
avoided, she said. 
Cullerton estimates the law 
could save 500 lives a year in 
Illinois. 
Police would I"'ot stop 
motorists to check H they were 
obeying the law, but {'ould cite 
violations in stopping drivers 
for other traffic offenses, 
Cullerlon sairl 
He acknowledged there could 
be some problems in enforcing 
the law, but said it would 
achieve it", aim by promoting 
seat belt use. 
6 VOLT SIZES FROM $8.91 
ASSOCIATED 
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• Supply of Halol Chicken for Muslims. 
• Sp~cializing in Oriental food products, 
spices and gifts. 
• Chinese movie rental & cassette tape,. 
• 'Free delivery on 251bs. or more of rice. 
Convenient Parking. 212 W. Freeman 
Hou.-.: Mon·Sat (next to B & A Travel) 
su::~:""::oo .. 57 ·6911 
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Two D.~ cents per line. per 
• I.y. 
Three or Four D.y .......... cellts 
per line. per d.y. 
FI .. thn! Fight D.y-:l~ per 
line. OH!r d.y. 
r"a thru Nineteen D.v-:J3 
cents per llae, per d.y. 
Twenty or More Dav_21 cents 
per line. per day. 
All Classified Advertising must 
be typed and proce!S4!d before 12: 00 
noon to appear in next day's pub-
lication. Anything processa! after 
12:00 IlOOII will go in foUawing day's 
publication. 
The D.lly Egyptl.n c.nnot be 
responsible for more than oaf 
day's In"orrecl insertion. Ad-
ver~lsen are responsible for 
cbecldng their advertisement for 
erron. Erron not the f.ult of the 
advertiser wblcb lessen the value 
of the .dvertlsement wUl be .d-
justed. If your ad .ppe.n in-
correctly. or U yOU wtlb to c.ncel 
your ad. call5J&.33J1 before 12:" 
lloon for cancell.tlon In the Dext 
d.y· .... lle. 
Ally ad which is cancelled before 
~piratioD will be charged a $2.00 
SEl'Vice fee. Any refund under $2.00 
will be forfeited due to the cost 
Of ~lI\7n',i:~!ssified. 
Classified advertising must be 
~~:~~~":~r:t~o:~ 
1976 CHRYSLER CORDOBA, 
Stereo, Air. Tilt Steering Wheel, 
!~i:~~Oo~at.. Sun., or 7~~:rsl 
76 FORD T·BIRD. Exceilent 
condition. Can be traded with 
cheaper car. Call 457-8094. 
7064Aa159 
: PONTIAC GRAND AM. 1974. 400 
~ss=~ta~~~er. If~~~~9 
~j' ~Y. t~21l~~~~71~~I~es 
1974 PORSCHE 914. 1.8. Con-
~~b~da:~~e f:sse~:JI~~~ 
Only 59.000 miles. '&!ust see to 
aPilreciate. Call 549-1405. 
7089AaI62 
1973 VW BUS. 1.o0b good. 
W~~~ raTI~..=enger. 
B727IIAal64 
1976 COLT WAG( N. $700. 508 
:!~ (off Bridge St.) ~:~I~ 
1971 VOLKSW AGON BEETLE. 
Good condition. $1300. 893-2900. 893-
234(1, or v:eekdays S36-7i~AaI76 
1m HONDA CIVIC, newlt.re-built 
:f:b::;, ~1~: nev.: .2~: 
4 spt!ed, moving :nUS~IWA~~ll S:IJM,i29 'l'!9O . 
'75 CHRYSLER NEW Yorker 
Brougham Loaded. Good con-
dition 52,000 miles. $1600. Phone 
457-52O'.l. 7138Aal62 
1974 VW SUPERBEETLE. Red 
witb white spoke wheels. New 
engine. battery. tires. $.200. ~ 
2956. 7125Aal60 
73 AMC AMBASSADOR va, 74.000 
~~~A~J~~' s~~~°'8~~~' r:7-
8656. 729IAal63 
1979 BLACK SHADOW Trans Am. 
Excellent shape. Need to sell by 
the end or summer school. Tel. 529-
1944. 713IAa177 
1973 CHEVY NOVA 307, ps. ac. 
;:"Js'-:J: ~~~!i:fs~e. new 
7133Aa167 
IS IT TRUE you can but jeeps for 
$44 through the U. S. Government? 
Get the racl8 today! call 1-312-742-
1142. Ext. 8848. 6607AaI59 
~ VW RAB~IT 1975 RebUIlt engine 
$;50 call after 5pm. 549-5~49Aal63 
1972 CHEVY NOVA--runs ex-
cellent. $500. Call 549-2728 . 
7303Aal52 
1m '1', TON black GMC van for 
sale. regular gas. self-customized, 
captains chairs, bubble windows. 
chrome wheels. new radials. $2,Il00 
or best. 549-flt'27 afterS. 7164Aal63 
1!Yl6 PEUGOT SN, Sunroof. AC. 
Stereo. Best Offer 457-2250. 
71t'7Aal62 
74 VOLKSW AGON BUG, new 
~IT:n. ~t~"~=~' ~r~I~~fc;';j 
1979 SUZUKI, GSIOoo L model. 
Windjammf'1'. backrest. 6000 m;. 
like new. Garage kept. $2000. Call 
after 5pm. 1-833-1366. 6394Ac162 
1983 HONDA 650 Nighthawk. Case 
f~~~57~~~. screen, 1~~~~~2 
mJo.~!r~\';~a~~~kM: 
Both in F.xcel\ent conditioll. 549-
5960. 7158Ac162 
1981 YAMAHA &50. midnight 
maxim. 5701) miles. Good con-
dition. 997-1536. 7454Acl72 
• \~ 'r_ Sparkplug. or 011 wIth Tune.Up In.pectlon CORDOBA--1976. RLACK with Burgandy Leather Seats. Cruise. 
~I~~~s !,gd~~~e:e~i~~.~~: 'J, Mil. South of th.A,_ 
1495 7160Aal62 5.49·0531 
1!Yl5 OLDS. STARFIRE. sunroof, I R_I Estate ------'. ~~~ ~:;'~i~adio and ta~fli~~~2 L __ -'-_____ ' __ '. _ ..... I G. and S.rvl~ 
.\LTP.RNATORS " STARTERS P~ ... i1t. Lowest P!'ices in Southern 
GIi~~i:: ~f !o~~~!~~e~~~~1 
1-9!Yl·4Im. B6556Ab174 
Auto Air ContIltloners 
Recharged n. 
While You Walt 
Tune-up. 
8cy1 $35 
6cy1 ~ 
«vI $25 
Front Brok. Pad. 
$35 -In.tolled 
All WoR ctu.n.nteeti 
'or Appointment 
CALI. 529-573t 
lEST BUY AUTO 
110 I. o.k C·.le 
INSURANCE 
I 
, t:ARTERVILLE. DUPLEXES. I. GOOD rental and tax shelter. Made by with small down payment. 529-1539. B7093Ad114 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE. Could be 
~~:!'ms2 Q~~~"?~~h~rh~ 
Some financing availab~e. $48.500. 
9!:7-2554. B6614Adl6C 
MobneHom .. 
IL..------___ ...J 
I TWO !'<IOBILE HOMES: 12x60. 
'5.000 and 12xSO, $4.500. Both in 
r~J~ rreC:I~~~f'~~~ o~~~ 
!>'i50. B6603Bel66 
BARGAIN. 12x65 SET up. Un· 
twrJnc'i:li ~~=.m. ne1~~A'!~74 
54x12 FRONT KITCHEN. Carpet 
in living room and hall. 2 bedroom. 
kitchen awlia'lCes. Underpinned, 
:!!n:~~ ~u\1 g'J::ti~~ ~~er~ 
~after5 P'~6619Ael64 
10X50 TRAILER w-Tipout new 
furnace &. rul;' shed, ve~ nice, 
~u:'t'~'7~AeTj,otiable 5 1204. 
10xS0 TRAILER for .ale. $2,500. 
&&H;274. For sale or rent. 
B6616Aeli4 
~~~~t'f~gr:.c~u~t~~I~I}~J.OWt.° 
After 8 pm. 7112AeI59 
FOR SALE. PARK Estate Mobile 
~:t:;"~~:;::n~~~od .m~*~f~ 
C'DALE, REDUCED! 10x50 
Traile~ Partially Furnished, 
~oB1> ~~ ~ed IDclu~t~ 
r~i~ed~~~~ b~~:n3:·lt:! 
Low Mot:Cle Rat.. ff~.ck from 3-9pm at ';:~1!~:S 
Auto. Home. Mobil. Home ~.. 
.... Ith. Intllvltl_1 & Group SALE 
A YALA INSURANCE f' 12x!02BR 1969$1000 
4J7-4123 I -=~:= 
., 1969 $2000 
1968$2200 
1978 HONDA. 400CC. good con- 12x6038R 1970$3700 
~~t~~1iiab~~. s:.Vf45~~~4 or:;'O I CALL 549-3000 
1405. 10:30 pm. 7098Acl65 11.' Ir--::::::===-=--, 
Il'i-;:~;;;~I 
1981 SUZt:KI GS~; black, new 
tires a.,d shocks, exc. condo clnifajri~, adj. backrest and 
~.age ra avaIl .• '1~1~~:B 
I~~ .. 
1§f'~ 
.!l.awIdroml!f 
":001 ... 1.1<: .. 
·F' ....... to 
StU 
Hwy51 
North 
SUZUKI 08100 DIRT-road bike 
like new. $325. 8SJ-2956. 7127 Acl60 
a~~1: l!al~~:'~!f~~ ::~f.- H"::::EE~~~ '. )1 
529-4787 after 6 pm. 713OAc162 TRA VEL TRAILER FOR sale. 
1!Yl6 KAWASAKI KZ-lOO Backrest. 549-5508 or 549-0264. 7044Afl64 
roadbats, new battery. shocks, 
cha!lI and sprockets. S60071l1A~~ 
~~c~J:r~t~ ~~If tv::to:.·ir~~: 
L'lrough the DE c1assifieds. 
6564Acl62 
COVER'S UPHOLSTERY 
FAB'~ICS, low prices; velvets. 
;rlons and cotton prints. $3.00-
$5:~ ~ya~o!~~~r~ :err 
3'1.2 miles south or C'dal\~f174 
I 
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~~~J~? ~~~~r<Ji~~l~e~~ RENT NEW CoLO~ TV'S 
~~boe'nll~~e to PO B7022x4A3T3fI5Ig' $25/MO, 
BLACK & WHITE $16/MO 
JENr .. Y·" ANTIQUES AND Used ~., ..... Own ~~~!"ts!~fu &a~M'ig~~dRYn~3 NewS&~~~ TV's 
T_a. vern, go 3 miles. 549-4~~ AfC72 I TV R!~j:iO;r-Free Estimates 
A-1 TV 715 S. !!!Inoll Av •• 
s-PIECE PIT group Sleeps six' Across From 710 Book.to,. 
Very high quality foam and 457-7009 
covering. No junK Bought at ~===========. Haakes Leavin~ town Must SP.!l I to 
$350 OBO 457-24 Leave 7rg,.!i'i:tfs~ 
MICROSCOPE. VERY HIGH I 
qU<al!ty monocular. X- Y stage. I 
condensor. 1OO0x-oil, 35mm 
camera adapter. Burton 
SUMMER 
SeMESTER 
iIIuf':'nnator. scanning lens. wood 
~ru~nr.~.t4J~~51~rio~15~1~r~ 
USED TIRES. LOW priCes also on 
new and recaps. Gator Texaco. 
529-2302 1501 W. l\':ain. 
B7447.'\1184 
AIR CONDT1'IONERS 5000 btu $95. 
10,000 btu $175 .. 21.000 btu. $185. AU 
in go~ l!ondition. 529- 3563. 
7082Af!.l9 L Electronics ] 
. JENSEN CAR STEREO. am-fm 
receiver and cassette deck with 
tl~~~~~ IDw/~~~erh~r~~ ~~'k 
3307 Cwk>. 7148Agl63 
SuperSanyo 
SALE 
COMPUTERS 
EplOriQX:tO 
with fr •• prlnt.r $2995 
Sonya 555 (MS-DOS) $1250 
Sonya 550 (MS-DOS) $899 
Sonyc 1150 (CP/M) $1B50 
Sonya 4050 (CP /M-86) $2495 
PRINTERS 
Eploi1 RX-80 $375 
Comr.x CRII S595 
Sonyo PR5500 5695 
SAKATA 
13" Color Monitor $250 
STUOENTS 
Rent Comput.r TIm.1 
300 E. Main 
Carbondale. n 
529-4050 
QUALITY 
ILICTIIONIC 
•• PAla 
· AT REASONABLE RATES 
eVCII'S • VIDEO 
• STEREOS CAMERAS 
SALE 
Speaker Wire 
TDKSA90 
Moxell UDXl 90 
LOf"an 90 
Discwashers 
Sonic Broom 
SontL-750 
~VC or Sony T-12O 
S4/Ft. 
52.19 
52.35 
$2.99 
$13.95 
$10.95 
57.95 
$7.95 
'-
COME VISIT OUR 
USED & DEMO 
EQUIPMENT ROOM 
~~ 
On The .. lantl 
71!; S. UnIversity Av •• 
,...,15 .. 
"'Dear Customer' ~ 
Someone who knows you 
knows me and h~s learned 
that Stereo and T'31evision 
Repairs need not be expen-
~~ken~;p~:;sef~~I~~~i~?fe: 
same day service. ond offer 
free estimates with a 90 
day warrantee. Like thot 
someone you know, call 
Allen's T. V. and Save. 
l1li... 549-5936 Allen ~ 
... 403 S. Graham .. 
WALKMAN STEREO 
Specialist 
k P~t~ a~~~~~ppne. 'J 
I PROFZSSIONAL DOG GROOMING. All breeds. 549-3067. I Reasonable rates and Tender Loning Care. 5223Ahl59 
j OLD E:'oJGLISH ~HEEPDOG puppies. AKC, .150.6f.7-U:t"'bl59 
I 
I 
• AUDIO 
VISUAl EQUIP. 
e ... 1A111 
G~ 
entS 
ea's 
• POliCE 
SCANNERS 
·1 
RENT AND TRAIN 'your own 
horse. 525-mo. with option to buy. 
Pasture included. 17.000 acres Of 
trails. 4 hor:;es. 2 and 3 year old 
quarter horse "'lends. 457-4334 or 
~9487. B7269Ah175 
RJ HOUYAND 
WCTIIONICS ClNTU ,sae __ .Murph, __ 
d7·1 .... 
M-f'~&.: __ "'" 
.... ,....... 
ALSO AVAILABLIi' 
• VId.o R.O<den 
.CO«l .... Phones • 
• Rodor 0e1Klors 
• Polk. Scanners 
.2 Way FM Rad..,. 
.Avt •• '110 'orAIam!!!. 
.C.· •• Anten_ 
.Coleco Computers • Go ..... 
• VId.o TCIfM' C!ub 
~.'-'20'''' 
R.J.'s 18th year! I 
TV&Sterao 
...... f!. -
USED SETS 
For Sala & Rental 
Pick'. Electronics 
549-4133 
i FREE KITTENS DESOTO. f;l\°':sf-!6r:l 'e~:~i~~~ ::!33ti 
days. 7U6Ahl63 
lp:,,_/,~!!~~I!~ , '., .... 
LADIES 24" SCHWINN Varsity 10-
~~ bicycle. Like new ~~~Ai~ 
SCHWINN VARSITY 10 speed. 
.~ew cables and brake~. Recently 
~~_=. ar.d ~~t~fs~ 
THE liKE SURGEON'S 
WEEKLY SPECiALS 
SUMMER TUNE-IJP 13.95 
In:ludes IubricatiO'"l oJ choin. 
brokes, deraillers. Brake ad-
lustments, gear odjustmeots. 
& ce;,le tight.ning. Next day 
service in most coses. 
Waf_80ttl. 
w/olloycage 
'1." 
457-4521 
H2 W. ~alnut St. 
I n..' ... "pensi ... Bicycl.It.".", rx ..... ts 'NpHo Pick's liquors. Lewis Pork Mall ~--____________ ~,L-__ ~~~~~~~ 
I' Cam.ra. 
LAMERA REl67 PRO S, 90 lens, 
~~~d~~on~i~ ~:~~4. ~f~~l.~~~ 
R.c. V.hlcl •• 
16' SKI BOAT: 1965 IMP Apache; 
90 h.p., Mere. 1974 trlr .. l'xc. cond., 
~~.~J~2~d extra avaikJl'rrsil 
Furnltur. 
LIBRARY TABLE-DESK. book· 
case. small oak dining table, 
chairs. wood filing cabinet. 457-
6853. 7154AmI62 
FOR SALE. COUCH. loveseat 
chair $150. 4 p;~ce bedroom set 
$250. All for $300. Call 457-8518. 
7168AmI62 
Mu.leal 
DRUMMER WANTED - FOR 
~~rN::3a~~!ca~~I~~Ti~J~5 
or 1-985-4053. 7076An159 
FREE GUITAR CASE with guitar 
rr:rd~~S"H~~;0~P.\1t~~ ~I~ 
used Kmg Silver Sonic Sax. Idl'~1 
Wr ~\~~n ~iOt~~~~tJ:lser. 2447 
B7246AnI62 
GUITAR LESSONS. HEAVY 
metal. acoustic rock. flamenco and 
classical. Call Sam Reeves, 687-
4960. 7105Anl63 
EXPERIENCED DRUMMER & 
bassist-singer. seek experienced 
~~e tu~~~g:l\ ~~m~ o~ ~;~~ 
for :nfo. 7137 Anl63 
DRUMMER WANTED IM-
~~J~~~~ ~~7f~~i1~nd-549-
662OAnI5!1 
SOUNDCORE MUSIC, STUDIOS, 
P. A. rentals & sales. From 
church functions to Shryock 
Auditorium, we can meet your 
professional aulio needs. P. A. & 
musical accessories at hargain 
prIces. Buy, trade. rent to own. 
conSi~enl. Will deal. On the 
~~.n . 715 S. Univer~J~~A4~{i8 
[ Apartm.nt. 
CLEAN. QUIET, EFFICIENCIES, 
one. two & three bedroom apart-
ments. Close to campus. 687-
1938 B6597BaI74 
LOVELY 2-BEDROOM Un-
furnished or furnished. Air. carpet. 
Cable. drapes. 529-2187, 684-3555. 
B7242Ba175 
ATTIC STUDiO APT. take over 
!ease to 1-85. S175-mo. ,~l, send 
~~tJ:inia~~.ne to PO 7~l~~~9 
TAKE IT EASY 
Live 1'/. Blocks from Campus 
at 
The Pyramhl •• l Bdrm 
Low Rates 
Summer & Fall 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
CALL KINT· 549·2454 
'16S •• awll .... 
OffICE HOURS 
1-3Weekda"s. 12-1 Saturda" 
Call An"time 
REDUCED 
SUMMER RATES 
SlOW. Walnut 
Also Available 
SPECIAL 
SUMMER RATES 
Efficiency Apartments 
Banlna Real Estate 
205 E.MDln 
457·2134 
APARTMENTS 
SIU APPROVED 
A,rCtnd,honm9 Furr",,~ 
'Sw,mmIng Pool ClouoroCQ~PJ'l 
FvllyCOfpel1Kl Chor(I)(JIGf',II" 
SUMMIIONLY-
Eftitientie. & 3 Bdrm Apt. 
fALL & SI'IIING-
Eftitiencies Only 
THEOUADS 
1207 S. Wall C'dale 
457-4123 
Show Apt. 1 t05pmM-W-~ 
LAnGE 3 BEDROOM. across lrom 
r:~s~~arl~atl~bY~s~~!. o.!.o~~ 
woods Rentals. 529-
1539. B7091 Ba 174 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
Apartment. air. available ir!l-
mediatel)'. absolutely no pets ol' 
waterbeds. 2 miles west of Car-
bondale Ramada Inn on Old Route 
13 West. call 684-4145. B7249Ba174 
~~:r;. ~9~1~ ~~~pl~~.2&:.p~e 
=Ie $50 more. "29-3~--14~~a~ 
LUX:JRY 2 BEDROOM furnished 
r~~e'3ii~~G~Jb~t:!re'1;' !V~I~b~~ 
waterbeds. call 6844145. 
B7247Ba174 
CARBONDALE UNFURNISHED 
~e~~~~nJE?ecb~l~i'c.'e~~~~~: 
4747. 7265Bal60 
TWO BEDROOM FURSISHED 
apartment. Call 457-6874 after6:3O. 
B7281Ba166 
GEORGETOWN APARTMENTS 
FURNISHED or unfurnished for 
Q.3.4 peof:le. Very nice' DiSP.l;l 
~~ 10- :30 daily. 5~~~BaI76 
CLOSE TO CRAB Orchard. 3 
bedroom, $250, 985-2021 after 5:30. 
985-2045. B7439Ba170 
ROOM5-MEN-CLOSE to campus 
~~:~5r-~~~es. Utili~:;\R:i*9 
NEW TWO BEDROOM un-
fur.rished excellent condition, new 
iWfl~f~~al~:n~~~ ~~i r~~l~~ 
~~~e~ and depos~~w!~ 
CARTERVILLE. 3 BEDROOMS. 
LUXURY TWO BEDROOM 
townhouse. over 800 square feet 
r~~~:tef;.r Frv:~liesA~~~b~~ 
Route 51. 457-5150. 7056Ba159 
NICE NEWER 1 hedroom. 509 S. 
Wall St., 313 E. Freemar., $390-
~ur.~~~: furni!;hed~'i1'l 
Water and trash, furnished. $250. 
457-4000, after 5:30 457-8621. 
B7438Ba17(O 
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENT for rent. Spi!cious, 
~~~~;~~1e3.~5~~J:~. aild trash 
B6373Ba162 
APTS. & HOUSES close to sm. 1. 
2, 3. bedrooms, summer or fall-
spring. 529-3581 or ;;29-1820. 
BGS31Ba171 
LUXURY FURNISHED EF-
~.!~l!~CI!wV~~ym~~~1 cs~~~~ 
~It~~~/ f~:le. a&o-~~~~~~ 
~ur~~~: fall-s~~~~1 
only. available June 12. absolutely 
no pets or waterbeds. aB~~!1~4 SPACIOUS FURNISHED 3 room. ~:.l~w-~railable ~~~~~~ 
ams Apts. Glen Willi 
Fully Fu 
Conveniently Loc 
rnished 
ated To Campus 
ATES 1984 SUMMERR 
Effecl.ncy. $1 
1ledroom. $1 
2 led room. $1 
25 per month 
50 per month 
75 per month 
ALSO TAKING CONTRACT S FOR FALL & SPRING 
'10 S. Unlv .... lty Ph. 457.7941 
I 
I 
I 
I AND 2 bedroom furnished 
~~I~r~~re~~d cf~1r.e b9~~53~a~p~~: 
4033. 6275Ba 163 
410 WEST FREEMAN: 3 
bedrot}ms $4,10 per month. 2 
bedroom. $390 per month. Ef-
~;J~~~' r!~~ r:: 1~~~~ihS~;:~ 
and summer term. Also rooms at 
609 S. Poplar. Call 687-4577 
evenmgs. B6512Bal68 
3 BEDROOM. CLOSE to SIl' 
furnished. available June 1. 529: 
1539. B7019Bal72 
NICE. Fl'RNISHED. 1-2 bedroom 
~~3_~rted. 457-6956. ~.i'i~3if59 
ENERGY EFFICIENT O:>lF. 
r~~~~?e'3: all~I~~~r~~~ioc:t~ln~ 
modem apartment building close 
~v;8~t,f~~JU~d1.US~~e;;~) m~~~~: 
Call 529-2533 between 10:~9.tW~64 
APARTMESTS. CARBONDALE. 
RIGHT on campu~ South Poplar 
~~~~in. Bt~r~~~i~~6~~oo~: 
and large efficiency. owner!; do 
'A~:A~if~~~~~~I:re~~~,iC:eUfy 
~~:!'ri!r~i:~~r:a~l 457-7352 or 
now. B6783BaI65 
DESOT(I. MODERN 2 bdr. apt.. 
~~~ ~~~~~~~~~h c:flh~'2 c:~~~~ 
lease or $275 a month without 
lease. Deposit required. 549-5550. 
B6996Ba159 
----------------
3 BR. FURN. Clean, cool. !l.ow $100 
ea. Fall $130 ea. Elec. $10 extra. No 
pets. 2 mi. s. 457-7685. 7136Ba 160 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY close to campus. 
Very clean. Free heat. water, and 
gas. Spacious rooms. pi ivate 
dri::nffn~~ ~~2~' a~~4~(f;~6~ 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
FOR rent. Lincoln .... iIIage Apts. 
Close to campus. Furnished. quiet. 
serious studenb preferred. 
Summer rent $150. Ph<one 549-6990. 
7134BaI77 
THREE ROOM LARGE apart-
C:l)t45~=hed. 202 EB7J1~~'Th~' 
C'DALE. 3 BDR. 5450. Heat. water 
etc. No lease. pets, or waterbeds. 
211 W. Walnut. 457-:>438. 
B7293Ba177 
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED or 
unfurnished. Exceptionally nice. 
Available now. Rent includes all 
utilities plus air. $475. 404 W. 
:~ll: Days 549-7381. evg~~fs:fl6 
TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE. 
Furnished. Includes heat and 
water. Avail. now. 403 W. 
Freeman. $5OO-r.·,o. Days 549-7381. 
Evenings 457-4221. 87273Ba174 
NICE I BEDRM apt. in a mobile 
~~rrWes d~~ex6 mtr(ro:r;:~~i~~';;!: 
$185. 529-1652. 7147Ba178 
Now Renting For Fall 
Hou.e. C10i. to Campu. 
Newly Remodeled 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
5 Bedroom MlTW. Main 
509 RawlinQS 
3OOE.ColI_ 
"Bedroom 408E.Hetter 
4061. Hetter 
4091. Fr .. man 
205W.Cherry 
113 Foret' 
SION. CariCO 
402W.Oak 
609N. ~Ilyn 
WE HAVE OT~'" '."ALLIR 
HOUSU AND APARTMINTS 
NEA.CAMPUS 
549·3376 or 529.1149 
BIG 4 BEDROOM farmnouse 7 
miles from campus. Only $250' 
Well insulated. Some utili lies. 549-
38.j() 7084Bb159 
-------
BIG 3 BEDROOM. 201 S. Marion. 
Appliances furnished. $350. Lease. 
~f'~~ No pets. A\'ail;~B~~9 
4 BDR SPLIT level. I', mile (rom 
campus. 3 peorle need 1 more. $112.50. all utili ies includedS 457-4334. B7252 bl74 
~:r~.RII~?~SEWafn~ftl~2.~~~1I2 
utiJ. included. 457-4334. B725186174 
REALLY NICE SIX bedroom. 2 
bath. furnished house VC:Jj near 
cam~s. available imme ·ate~. 
abso utely no pets or waterbe , 
call 684-4145. B72S0Bb174 
4-5 BEDROO:ltt house. Quiet ne~ 
borhood. $620 ~er month. 2 ull 
bathrooms. 867- 54. B6613Bb159 
3 AND 2 bedroom houses. Quiet 
neighborhood. nice yards. a~ 
~liances and air conditioni~. 54 
930 or 529-1218. 7 5Bbl63 
FOR RENT IN Murphysboro. 4 or 
~e=roo~~m~.o pets. ~~Wb¥6~ 
COMFORTABLE 3 BEDROOM. 
r:~:e ~h~J;k;rs~u~~iEn~g~~~~~h 
separate dining area. AC. Recently 
renovaterl. No pets. 549-3973. 
B7275Bb161 
-- -----------
SPECTACULAR 4 BDRM. Two 
baths. Cathedral ceiling. deck. 
totall:( new interior and exterior. 
Well Insulated. Near rec. center. 
No pets. 549-2973. B7276Bb161 
NOW RENTING FOR 
FALL OR SUMMER 
NEWLY REDONE 
APARTMENTS AND HOMES 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
One to seven bedroom houses 
One to four bedroom opartments 
529.1082 or 549·3375 
NOT A TYPICAL rental house. 3 
bedroom near ree center. Huge 
living room witn ceuar u""m 
ceiling. Refininshed oak floors. ac. 
well insulated. No pets. 549-3973. 
B7274Bb161 
SPACIOUS TWO BDRM recently 
renovated. Living room and dinin~ 
~th's:i~g.~~~~~il~i:;g: porc 
B7277Bb161 
CLEAN 3 BEDROOM house 
Sublease for summer. $300 a 
~~W:til;to~¥ad. ~:~:~6m house 
II $900 monthly. Available nt>w. Days L..-_________ ---'_ 549-7381 Evenings 457-422 •. 
I B727IBb174 
I Hou ••• 
7266Bbl62 
6 BEDROOM HO,!!SE 406 w. Mill. 
~:ot;,~~I~~~ alrid ~u l!xes~ 
Some near campus. Call ~9-1315, ro?¥~~g~3~~~Tm':.~~~~f5~ 
1-893-2376. 45H956. 634IBb159 8596. 7124Bbl60 
FOUR BLOCKS TO campus for PERFEcrFORSTUDENTS. New 
f!1c1.~e;~'c:ir~_~~t/urrushed 3 f~~~~~~~~n4 t~. a~. b~\h,S~ 
B6819:lbl72 washer. dryer, walk-in closets, 
----------- furnished or unfurnished. Very 
4 BDR, 3 ~Ie need I more, $90 a secluded on 10 acres ... ;::il;os from 
~~.th, al utilities inC~~B~fl4 ~~.pus on West Chaut~~B:l4 
I NICE TWO BR. house. Quiet-shaded area. Aug. 1st. l-!I8.'Hi947. Or 1 996-3104 B7225Bbl78 
~~~ g~~~rJ~ghcar~r~x~r:. 
~i~~~_~ .... ~\ated. N~1t~B~~8 
TWO 4 BEDROOM houses, car-
~e.9~e~~~~h~, ~~7-f:~: lease 
B7444Bbl78 
I Moll". Hom •• I 
ROY AL RENTAL;i 
Now Taking Contracts 
For Summer and 
Fall/Spring Semester 
RATES 
Summ.r Fall 
Eft. Apts. $110 $155 
18drm. Apt. $140 SI85 
2'adrm. Apt. $200 $300 
2 Bdrm. 
MbbileHome $95- $110-
$110 SI55 
All locations are furnished 
anci ale. 
NO PETS 
457·4422 
PARKVIEW 
Is Now Renting 
For Summer & Fall 
905 E. Park St. 
OFFICE IS OPEN DAILY 
FROM 1·5PM 
529·2954 
KNOLLCREST RENT ALS 
8.10& 12Wide 
AC. Natural Gas 
S85and up 
Country Surroundings 
5 miles West on Old 13 
614-2330-617 ·1581 
UNBt:L1EVABLY TRUE' $135! 
N~ furnished. carpet. air clean ~9-~m trailer. Lease7~Wc'i~~ 
AT lIIELSON PARK. 714 E 
College. and Southern Mobile 
~~Y;i1t~~e;. '::nlt~~V'iir ~~:::1 
~:~ie.r~~~r~h~:?e~alla~~~~~1t 
Services_ 457-3321. 7079Bc!S!! 
ONE BEDROOM TRAILER ac 
underpinned. water. sewarce. and 
~:~b~~~ $1~i!on~~rYB7~~~~li~ 
ONE BEDROOM. QUIET, $80-
month. Available now. Southwoods 
Park. 529-1539. B70908c174 
SUMMER OR FALL, 1 or 2 
bed!-oom, $90-$130. ~uiet. clean. 
~~a~nr:~!!gieft~~;:l~~' no 
B7257Bc174 
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED. 
Air. central. One block from 
campus. Phone 529-2533. between 
6-10 p.m. Mon-Friday. S385-month. 
B726IBc174 
WALK TO SIU from this vef1 nice 
~i;~~~ a~hl*r~~;t~~~~~ 
available. Summer rate. 529-5878 
or 529-3920. B72568c161 
12x60 2 BEDROOM, extra in-
~ulation. shaded lot. close to 
~:~~~i~::1!~nfs7~~w.rted. "c, 
B6596BcI59 
12x60 2 OR 3 bedrooms. fumishPd 
or unfurnished. c~rpeted& ac, 
~~~~~h'!,~~ ~9-~~~~:mT' 
B6595Bcl62 
GATES LANE TWO Bel'''oom 
IOx50 furnished with AC. Nice 
condition semi-private, 2 miles 
ONE BEDROOM BY Rec. Center. MURPHYSBORO, 3 BR House. I'" ~~0r.~~. $150-monW~~ 
Available now. 209'. E. Freeman. baths, Den, FireI>lace, PartiaUy 
529-1539. B6623BbI74 Furnished $350. Lease. 684-2361. 
7163Bbl63 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM. across from 
r:~s~~~'1vah~~Y~s~~. o~~~ 
NEED A TENAN'r. Rent it! With 
a DE classified at! 
woods Rentals. 529-1539. HOUSI HUNTIIS 
B7092Bb174 I 1-11 -..-
3 BEDROOM HOUSE close to Ree. ""-'~ 
C..mter. Furnished or unfurnished ~:;6o:,~~~~hgU:f:i ~.oo:r~:~~~ Lam::'~;_~=':d~aln 
Southwoods Rentals. 529-1539. Mt-tI71 
EXTRA-NICE, FURNISHED 2 
and 3 bedroom. Available summer 
and fall, no pets, lease. i mile south 
of campus. 549-5596. B6598BcI74 
VERY NICE 1969 Elcona, 2 bdr. 
Excellent condition. must see to 
appreciate. $6500. Located in nice 
mobile home park. 529-5878. 
B7289Bcl64 
IN CARBONDALE 12x60. clean, 
$4000, 529-5878. B72908c164 
B6622P.hI74 II!-. ---..,;:~-;.,:".---~ 
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" Meblle Home. ~1 
CARBONDALE ON 
CHAUTAUQUA Road. In new 
condition. 1m 14x56 2 bdr. FlU"-
nished. Centrdl air. Washer-dryer. 
$225. No pets. 687-2462 B7296Bcl65 
~I~~~: QV~~~i:hAe~K ~~t;!Yj~'b~:S' 
summer and fall. No pets. 549-4093 
or 549-6193. 7440Bc167 
12x60. AIR. LARGE, shaded yard, 
deck. nice, no pets. 549-S9j'I56Bcl66 
FALL EXTRA NICE. 2 Bedroom. 
Furnished. Private setting. AC. 
House Insulation. 549-4808 (3pm-
9pml. B7152Bc178 
NEW 14x602-BEDROOM,I', bath, 
C~~~~aJ ~:~.eNo ~~~~a~~~i'j{~d: 
549-0491. B7448Bc178 
GATES LANE T\yo Bedroo!l\ 
10x;;'J furnished with AC. !"lIce 
condition semi-'p'rivate, 2 miles 
~o~~~~. $150.monW:~ 
EXTRA-NICE, FYRNISHED 2 
and 3 bedroom. Available summer 
~r~1~~so ~~~5~ase. k~\l:~fi~ 
Vl!:RY NICE 1969 Elcona, 2 bdr. 
Excellent conditIOn. must .see. to 
~rJb~i~~~e~~k. ~~. In nice 
B7289Bcl64 
IN CARBONDALE 12x60, clean, 
$4000. 529-5878. B7290Bcl64 
CARBONDALE ON 
CHAUTAUQt:A Ro~d. In new 
condition. 1979 !4x56 2 bdr. FlU"-
nished. Central air. Washer-dryer. 
$225. No pets. 687-2482. B7296Bc165 
~I~~~' Q~~~J;:~~~' ~~~i)~lb~:s. 
I ~va~~Pe~~r~~mm~~:~I~aVIEZo 
pets please. 457-8352 aftW~Wc161 
ONE BEDROOM APT. clean, 
n:~:!~ fUi~~r~~d ~~s;'e";;~.te[~~~:~ f' 2 mNes east of University Mall. 
Preferred Grad. student, no pets, 
rent 5175-mo. Reduced rates 
during summer, also taking Fall 
~;'.~afre~or; ~9.jj6~~~:~~1~; 
MURDALE HOMES IN Car· 
bondale, SW city limits, 2 
bedrooms. ,'\! mile west, Murdale 
Shopping &. Kroger, 2 miles or 9 
minutes to campus or downlown, 
no hil(hway or railroad traffic, 
fros\less rf!Crigerator, 30-gallon 
water heater, 50 foot lots, trees and 
privacy, cable-TV, city water &. 
sewers, underpinned &. skirted. 
anchored will! steel cables on 
~~~e~f~::S& nf~:~t~1-t~~n~f; 
conditioning. night lighting. 
~~~It ~:e ~:~~t d~~P~~~:::~1 
refuse pickup. AvaiFable June I or 
arter, very com~itive prices. call 
::;}352 or 529-5, . Sig~7il~~~ 
------~---
GLISSON M. H. P. One. two, an 
three bedroom homes. Cheap rent. 
Cable, TV natural gas avail. 
Water. trash pick-up and lawn care 
included in price of nome. Sorry no 
pets. 616 E. Park, Carbondale. IL 
6925Bc171 
LOW COST HOUSING, reduce 
summer rates. Different location. 
Chl-ck with Chuck's 529-4444. 
6062Bcl60 
summ'er and fall. No pets. 549-4093 
or 549-6193. 7440Bc167 CAR BON D ALE. TWO 
12x60. AIR. LARGE. shaded yard, ~e~~~~?:'lPh.~~i~,n~~:ni~g~d 
deck. nice, no pets. 549-59j'I56Bcl66 6901Bcl60 
M~OBllE'*IINDOOR POOL 
OMES COMING SOON FOR YOUR YEAR ROUND 
SWIMMING PLEASURE 
IL...:...:_~-::---- .~CARBONDALE MOBILE HOME:SI 
Free Bus to SIU 
RATIS STARTING 
AT 114S PIR MO. 
Hwy Sl North 
PH: 549-3000 
MALIBU VILLAGE 
NOW RENTING 
FOR SUMMER AND FALL 
Three Locations 
Rent Starts at $165 
1. Hwy. 51 S. Mobile Home. 
12 & 14 Wides, locked mailboxes, close 
to laundromat, 9 or 12 month lease. 
Special summer rates. Satellite dish with 
MTV and FM channel and HBO available. 
2. 1000 E. Park Mobile Hom •• 
12 & 14 Wides close to campus, close 
to laundromat. 12 month lease, cable-
vision available. 
3. 710 W. Mill Apartment. 
Two bedroom, across street from campus. 
Medeco lock system for extra security. 
12 month lease, cable\'ision available. 
CALL 
529·4301 
NOW 
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HOUSING 
Now "'_lIabl. 
for Summ ... and/or hll 
Cable an4 Sat.lllte TV 
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Anchored 
• Nicely Furnished & Carpeted 
Energy Saving & Underpinned 
• New! Laundromat Facilities 
• Natural Gas 
• Nice Quiet & Clean SeTting 
• Nc ar Campus 
• Sorry No Pets Accepted 
For more informotion or to !ee 
Phon.: 457·52" Open Sat. 
U"."."lty ........ 
................ 
Warr.nihl. 
(Just off E. Parle St.) 
Also 50' .. _ Ho ..... & "port.'. 
FALL EXTRA NICE. 2 Bedroom. 
Furnished. Private setting. AC. 
House Insulation. 549-4808 (3pm' 
9pmi. B7152Bc178 
NEW 14x60 ~-8EDROOM. 1'2 bath. 
C~~~~al ~i~.eNO ~~:'~ar~~~~~d: 
549-11491. B7448Bc178 
SUPER NICE 2 bedroom, carpet. 
f~rriS$~::m~c: ~~u~~w~smf!ar~r 
529-1539. B6554Bc172 
I BEDROOM. $110; 2 bedroom, 
'1:10. ~iet, excellent conditiu- , no 
~i~.rniShed. Southw~-?I1;~~~r~i 
NICE SMALL I hf.>.:Iroom trailer, 
$9()..mo. 529-1539. B6553BcI72 
CARBONDALE 1 &. 2 BEDROOM. 
close to campus, rlean, available 
~;ciz7~~~~~~e ratesB~8~~2 
2 BDR. FRONT &. rear. 1'2 bath. 
washer. ver;. nice, Malibu Village, 
~~;g: lease deposit r~~2i~~ 
12x50 TWO BEDROOMS. un-
furnished. one mile from SIU. $150 
mo. ~ummer. ~!95 mo. fall or 
singl£s rates. 457-41:114. 7099Bc162 
Room. 
611 E. PARK. Air- conditioned 
Ro(,ms, furnished, utilities in-
cluded. 2 Blocks east of campus. 
I 
Office open this week 5 pm·1pm 
and otller times by appointment. 
I Rates $110 per month for summer. 549-2831. 7262Bdl74 I AVAiLABLE SUMMER AND fall. 
I 
Furnished. block and a ," from 
campus. All utilities paid. 549-5596. 
B6599BdI74 
INDEPENDENT LIVING CLOSE 
to campus, call Marty, 529-3833. 
6624BdI62 
[ Roommate. 
ChOI"."s"ngs of places 10 share 
502 W. Sycamore 
457-8784 
NEED A ROOMMATE? Don't 
hesitate! Place an ad with the DE 
c1assifieds. 6C~2~"162 
FALL-GEuRGETOWN. ONE 
apartment rw>eds I or :1 females. 
Other needs 1 or:;: ma!e,;. 529-2187. 
B7449Be178 
SUMMER SUB-LEASER Needed 
to Sublease. Nice Room in Nice I ;r:;:i. C·dale. Rent N~~::~1:5 
1 ROOMMATE FOR nice 3 bdrm'l house. Quiet neighborhood 10 min. 
~~ Yo"hr:! ~~r:;g:.s. shoPP~~f9~i63 
ROOMMATES NOW FOR fur-
nished 7 b'?droom house 4 blocks to 
~:~.~.~~ri.mer rate t~::rirB~f's3 
Duple... .1 
CARTERVILLE. VERY NICE. 2 
bedroom c'Irpet, AC, parking, 
~rJ6::Oin5~~f5~ohn. \6J5~fi~I~2 
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED or 
unfurnished. Pets ok. Carret. ac. 
~~~~:o~k~:~t~'lsA~~!I~~e now. 
B662IBfl74 
GATES LANE TWO bedroom 
furnished central air. very nice 
condition, !\em~ivate, 2 miles 
~o~~~~. $ mont~~rJfI5~ 
NICE 2 BEDROOM town-house. 
air. unfurnished. no tJet~. water &. 
trash. furnished, 2 years old. 549-
6598. 7067Bft62 
ONF. BEDROOM UN· 
FtRNISHED, ae 809 North 
Springer. Call 549-7901. B7267Bft62 
CARBONDALE. $300 A month. No 
lease. pets or waterbeds. 
Woodriver Dr. 457·5438.457-5943. 
B7195Bf177 
Bu.ln ••• Property 
CARBONDALE, DOWNTOWN, 
2.375 sq. ft., Lease or Rent. 306 
South minOis Ave., 457·5438J.. 457-
5943. B"j294Hhln 
VERY NICE SHADED lot with 
fishing lake. patio. trash J>ickup. 
Located 2'2 miles out of Car-
bondale. Will have to see to ap-
~reciate. 529-5878. B7288BII63 
~r~~n~ ~~A~~c~C:;~alre~ts 4~~.d fl67. We pai' $100 moving expense. 
B7245B1I59 
L~~:~~~t:;;:I~i~L~~~} 
Medicine-Carbondale. BA or BS 
~~~~I ~~:mi~~~e~~e~f;log~~~~ 
laboratory work is desira ble. 
~r:~~~n e~::~~~pin ~:st~~)1 
animal sur~err would be an ad-
~~~f!inSua~i ~~r'i: S:'~J;K~~ 
including name of one person who 
can be contacted for a reference. to 
psiw.Margaret Parr by i~7't:~9 
FEMALE DISABLED PERSON 
needs attendant-ASAP, various 
~'f~! ~~~n~at~~:.'~ci7~~ 
ATT:"<: WEIGHTLIFTERS ft:"<D 
;~~~~~r~~tu~eni~o~~~~ a~~i~~fe 
on short notice ;,.,d would like 
son." easy mor. .. y call 457-2455 
Leave message 7054C162 
EXPERIE:"<CED A B. DICK 360 
w~~~to~ )~ni~tg~a~~ ~~r~~!~: 
Apply in person. DaHa EgYKtian. f~5~~~~lf~~t~~~s p~~lk~~e oom 
i165C162 
INTERESTED 1:"10 ",lEDICAL Carl' 
Inleractions" Train and Work 
rtem»'lraryl as a simulated 
patient for mf'dical educalion 
~~~fam Call 453·2371 for +rl~tl~g 
-WANT MONEY- TObu~n;; Avon 
offers Carbondale's hottest ear· 
~~n~~c~r~~~~i3carolyn ~O:8~~4 
I'WB-ii$i%i,llU"j· I 
HARD·WORKING COLLEG~ 
~~fld~l~trk ~~'ill_~~ll.ti~fll~~60 
1-"·fiBii·aihj,iJ 
Mond<Jf 9·12 Noon 
Tue •.. Wed .. Thurs. lOom·.pm 
2ISW.MA'1Ij 
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and 
regular. Cassette tapes tran-
scribed. Termpapers, theses-
dissertations, bOok manuscripts, 
tt'~~~n~i~~:i~~:iv~~~ ~~~~~~ 
3374E07i 
~D-A-V-I-S --C-O-N-S-T-R-{;~C TI 0 S . 
ANYTHING from a hole in your 
roof to a whole new house' Af· 
fordable quality. 45i·8438. 487SE159 
TYPING, THE OFFICE 409 W. 
:\lain St. 549-3512. 6990E171 
I AIM DESIGN Studio. Garments 
designed. constructed and altered. 
Open 7 day~. 529-3998. B6612EI77 
~e1~?ri~. Pl'l~~~n~P:~c"u;~~ 
reasonable rales. Guaranteed nil 
errors. 549-;.258. ilOOE175 
THE HANDYMA."-.;·CARPENTRY. 
Roofing. drrwalling, electrical. 
~i~~~\e~" ~~s~~~tl~r ~~;~: 
Quality work 457-7026. 7142E177 
TYPING. CHEAP. QUALITY and 
~:~~:~t!s!.I:f~~~aJm:~;iJer. 
730IEOO4 
Coun .. lln./lnformatlon 
on 
• Pregnancy 
• Birth Control 
• Herpes 
The Welln ... Cent.r 
536·4441 
Com per" MCtOfC.,cI_ 
:::::~ T~:~:11 ""qQ!." 
U~ Cor, 8ouqt'l, and Said 
L-__ ~ ~.lt1 A"Toqu.' ::;;;':d 
A HUMAN ID'VtCI OWOANt1Al'lON 
...., ....... lenta.s.r.lce 
n ... " .... '·.,. ... 
,. ..... _V·J .. y· 
P1eoMcat,.nodvonce 
to m .. ..,:. ~QIJQblhty 
Credit Cardl. 0 K 
w. '-"' to 11 ;,'1101_ 
ur.ieslj'ouhcheo 
...aI.d'I'RUron<eG'sewhet. 
.... ..".Sof.tyj.ourF'r.r&"nO;(Qn'.f" ~!~Jble.l~i~l~iticin~~~~~g~l~ l::===========i 
up to 35 hours-week. I $3.35-hr.) at a 
small adult group home. Duties; 
provide superviSion living skills, 
and recreation activities for 
residents. High school degree 
required. Work experience in 
her~~ profession preferred. 
:?n~lfleXim'eal~~f:idu"!f~lJ,~' t:!~ 
with residents who have emotional 
~ffi~~m~04Se~~S~es~rei~, J~~;_ 
bondale, IL 62901 by 6-19-t:259CliiO 
SECRETARY, PERMANENT 
PART·time. 10 hours-week. $3.50-
~~biii~o~~J~~i~l~ab~m~' ~~p:~~ 
year essential. 687-1169. 6559CI60 
WANTED • 
WANTED TO BUY. Class rings. 
gold &. silver, broken jewelry. 
~~inih.s~;!inf5lJ!n~ Coin~s:iFI60 
JUNK CARS AND trucks. After 5 
p.m. 987-2272. 7240FI74 
WANTED AIR CONDITIOSERS 
working or not. Call 529·5290 today. 
Will pick-up. i083Fli4 
BASEBALL CARDS, Bt·Y. sell. 
::;:I~~rabil~I~O&. J cao~Ks. d;~orts 
n. Ave. 45i-6831. BiOluFli4 
BASS Gl:lTARIST SEEKI!'IG 
musicians to form rock band. 
~:t~fi~/P~t'~s Call !\ta~~lft60 
:>iF.F.D SO!\IETHING llNl!St:AL' 
Perhaps it's a fad; don't gt't 
discoura~t'd. place a DE claSSified 
wanl ad. 6563FI62 
LOST 2 BLACK Labs, 3 mo's old. 
Reward. Call ~57·2654 or 529·4059 
7122G161 
.n;nv mr:q:;+ 1 
PARTIES, PARTIES. PARTIES. 
V:!~i1 :u~~f;e~sr~1 ~~11 ~~~h ~er 
vou can drink and security at 
absolutely no cost to YOIl for 
booking your party. Now taking 
rese~vatlOns, Call Airwaves 
Niglnclub, 457-4621. B6103.h62 
PUPPET SHf)W. THE new horror 
film is still seeking: Actors- a 15-16 
b~~ °lt~fi' t:C°a'ri~~:"~ ~:;;~ 
boy's bt'droom and a study m 
~fi~:ran~o~eOld:r ~~~~~~:::~ 
~:;~~~. :~~e ~~~l~~t!iw~~ 
9-12 am., after hours leave 
message. 7129.1166 
"PUPPET SHOW" THE new 
horror film, is seeking elderly 
gentleman actor to play role of 
lilndly, playful p~. master. No 
:~~~~~i: ~~II1 •. Call ¥t~~ 
ADULT :':::'A!!Jt~SO IIINTALS'VIDIOSHOWS'~ 
$EKA·HOLME5·TOP XXXSTAIiS 
__ ........ IIMOf ..... DINCi 
823 S IL. AV CAR80NDALE 
NOON-5:00 MON-SAT 
['iibU-ga.fih@ I 
SAT 16th 8:30-3:30 New Rt. 13 
between C'dale and M'boro. Tum 
~f~. across from Niema~~~~ 
COUCH, $40; GAS dryer, $25; 
Rattan hanging chair, $40; Free 
gray tiger stripe kitten. 54?ifs~i62 
[iW:'-l'! :'5i$1i:"-1 
50 DISCOUNT TICKET sale this-
~~~d~~~YTran~rr\r'~f~r~ b~~ 
to Chicago & Suburbs. On~ $27.813 
~~~~~r~i~~~gu~~5'~~le O:a1i~19i~~ 
finals wk and all weekend runs. 
Ticket sales orfice open this 
Thursday 11:30am-2pm. 715 S 
University (on the Island) 529-1662. 
7453Pi61 
Motocross 
Mike 
from 
DeSoto 
(Red H-D) 
I would 
love to 
hear from 
yoal 
Kim/Atlanta 
(404)-257-1911 
M-F 
1:00-4:30 
Frey hopes Philly sweep will help Cubs 
CHICAGO I API -- To Manager Jim Frey lIf 
the Chicago Cubs, nothing is disastrous. not 
even losing four straight to the Philadelphia 
Phillies and dropping (lut of first place in the 
National League East. Not after what Frey 
went through in his first spring training 
with the Cubs. 
boss from the Tribune (Stanton R. COf'itl 
comes down and asks me 'Jim, what's 
wrong with the team? I told him ) was 
working on a plan. He tnought for a moment 
and then said 'Jim. have vou ever con-
sidered changing your plan?'" 
to'rey laughed as he related the story in-
volving Cook, publisher of the Chicago 
Tribune, whose parent company owns the 
team. He's not laughing now but neither is 
he changing any of his plans following four 
straight losses to the Phillies last weekend 
which dropped the Cubs into third place. 
There could have been a tendency that we 
didn't need the extra effort. We can turn this 
into a plus. In the long range, it could have a 
good effect on us. 
"Everybody loses four in a row, it's not 
the end of the world, it's nothing to pack up 
your bags about and go home." rationalized 
Frey. "We have to pull up our boot straps. 
-;0 out and win five in a row and all of this 
,\-111 be forgotten." 
") knew the team had problems like little 
pitching and no real leadoff man," recalled 
Frey, "but we just couldn't win a game. The 
pitchers couldn't get anybody out and our 
outfif'lders couldn't catch a ball. Frey said he had no immediate plans of 
calling a team meeti.~g. "Everybody kept asking me what was 
wrong and) kept telling them) had a plan. ) 
was working on my plan," said Frey. "At 
nnE' time our record Will' 3-14 and the big 
"Hopefully, this will motivate us to play 
hard and get together again," Frey said. 
"You can't take anything for grantea. 
"There will come a time when I'll have 
something to say, not now." Frey said. 
CUBS: Green's on track 
Continued from Page 16 
would start. He deserved that. 
But I can't help but believe the 
Cubs got the better end of the 
deal. 
I honestly do not know how 
~~~:n ~~!~ t~~ ~~~s t':::e 
desperate to get pitching help by 
trading Buckner. But the Red 
Sox pitching situation was not 
much better than the Cubs', yet 
they traded what many people 
felt was their best pitcher in 
Eckersley. The Cubs, un-
derstandably, were delighted. 
IF ClTR~ fans were happy 
about t~'<H teal, they had to be 
e<>static: about the trade with the 
Ir.dians last week. Sure, the 
Cubs lost some young talent in 
outfielders Mel Hall and Joe 
Carter and pitcher Don Schulze, 
But only Hall was on the major 
league roster and it was always 
hard to teU if Carter and Schulze 
would ever get their chance wi th 
the Cubs. 
In acquiring pitchers Rick 
Sutcliffe and George Frazier 
along with catcher Ron Hassey, 
the Cubs dealt directly with 
their problem - pitching and a 
backup to regular catcher Jody 
Davis. They may also be in the 
very enViable position of not 
SCOTT: She'D 
try new baD 
Continued from Page 16 
dunk much more feasible." 
Scott said the main 
criticism other coaches have 
with the introduction of the 
smaller ball is that it will 
make women's basketball 
inferior to the men's game. 
Scott said she sees little 
validity in that argument. 
"I think the biggest 
criticism of the rule is that it 
is taking away from the 
credibility of the game," 
Scott said. "Some feel that it 
means we (women) cannot 
compete on the same level 
with men. But we have never 
competed on the same level 
with men because of obvious 
physical differences, so I 
don't see much point to that 
argument." 
Furthermore, Scott said it 
would be difficult to 
distinguish the smaller ball 
from the larger one. 
"N~hvdy in the stands will 
be able to recognize the 
difference," Scott said, "In 
fact, when you Pilt the two 
balls side-by-side, it's still 
hard to tell the difference, .. 
Scott said the team worked 
out with the smaller ball 
before they left for summer 
break. 
"Our players worked out 
with the new ball for about 
three weeks and were pretty 
excited about it," Scott said. 
"I like the idea very much." 
While four-year institutions 
will use the smaller ball next 
season, it appears that junior 
colleges and high schools will 
continue to use the larger 
ball, 
having to make a tr"de for a 
good while. 
The pitching staff. only a 
short time ago considered the 
worst in the National League, 
may now be one of the best, 
thanks to Green. And it cer-
tainly is strong enough to lead 
them throughout the remainder 
of the season, especially if two 
key members come back off the 
disabled list. 
THE CUBS' starting rotation 
is now a very respectable one. 
In Steve Trout, Eckersley, 
Sutcliffe, Chuck Rainey and 
Rick Reuschel ( believe it or 
not), the Cubs appear to be 
settled in for the rest of the 
season. And if Dick Ruthven and 
Sanderson make it back soon 
from the disabled list, the staff 
will be even aeeper, 
PITCHING is the key to the 
Cubs' success during the 
remainder of the 1984 season. In 
contrast to recent years, 
however. the Cubs seem to have 
that key now. Barring a com-
plete hitting breakdown. the 
north-siders should be near the 
top all season. The biggest 
problem they will contend with 
is ridding themselves of tht ir 
reputation as losers. 
Runners' nighl sel 
Area joggers and runners 
with varying degrees of skill 
and levels of fitness are invited 
to attend the "Runners' Night 
Out" program each Tuesday 
night at 7 p.m. at McAndrew 
Stadium. 
Runners' Night Out is a 
combination of training and 
socializing wii'h other area 
runners, Rei .. y events, han-
dicap races, interval training 
and orienteering are some of the 
activities being planned in an 
effort to make summer training 
more enjoyable. 
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Green, Cubs on winning track with, recent trades 
I (':\;\i HEAR all the laughs 
and put-downs already, but I 
don't pay any aHention to them. 
Evervbodv who heard or saw 
tile results of the Cubs-Phillies 
series over the weekend is 
probably saying, "Well, the 
Cubbies are doing their June 
swoon." 
The Cubs did indeed swoon 
over the weekend, losing all four 
games to Philadelphia. But the 
losses are not an indication of 
things to come. Believe it or not, 
the Cubs have a good team this 
season, a contending team. 
They were not in first place by 
mistake during most of May. So, 
y"u people that like to laugh at 
From th9 
Press Box 
David Wilhelm 
the Cubs' misfortunes had 
better enjoy it while you can. 
I think Cubs' General 
Manager Dallas Green is 
beginning to make bP.lievers out 
of other National League teams 
through the players he has been 
putting on the field dll season, 
especially on the mound. In 
recent years, the Cubs have 
been known to hdve plenty of 
hitting, but no pitching. Green 
has quieted critics of the Cubs' 
pitching over the last month. 
I GUESS the recovery of the 
pitching corps beean at the 
winter meetings last December 
when the Cubs got Scott San-
derson from the Montreal Expos 
in a three-team trade. Then they 
acquired Tim Stoddard from the 
Oakland A's in an effort to shore 
up the bullpen. Those two moves 
were fine, for starters. 
Green was not about '.0 stop 
there. His last two trades have 
been hum-c'ngers and I think 
almost every Cubs' fan would 
agree. 
I know all about Bill Buckner 
and how much everyone adored 
him. He was the heart of the 
Cubs for seven seasons and he 
contributed much. He won the 
National League batting title in 
1980 and gave 100 percent at all 
times for a team that was going 
to end up, at best, only in fourth 
place. And I agree that it was 
sad watching him ride thE; bench 
this sl~ason while the Cubs 
started winning games. 
Buckner deserved to be a part of 
all the fun. 
Bl'T B,-\SEB:\LL is in the 
money-mak;.1g bUSiness. And to 
make money, a team has to win 
games. The Cubs were doing 
that without Buckner. v,'hen it 
was announced that Buckner 
had been sent to Boston for 
pitcher Dennis Eckersley, I 
don't think anyone was very 
surprised. It was good to see 
Buckner go to a team where he 
See erBS, Page 15 
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Franks and Sayre 
working for positions 
on OIYlIlpic roster 
Bv Mike Frev 
Siaff Writer -
SJU-C sprinter Michael Franks moved one step closer to his 
dream of qualifying for the United States Olympic team at the U.S. 
Track and Field Trials in Los Angeles Sunday mght. 
Franks, who will be a senior on next year'.s Saluki team. ~assed 
the first test in a four-step process by tYing for second In the 
preliminary round competition of the ~meter dB;sh. F.ranks' ~ime 
of 45.35 tied Antonio McKay of Georgia Tech Umverslty. Indiana 
University's Sunder Nix was first in the preliminaries with a 45.22. 
"He' Franks) had some soreness in ris foot and started very 
tentatively," SJU·C Sports Informatior V! ector Fred Huff said of 
Frank's performance. "But he turnea it on in the tail-end of the 
ra.:-e to wm his heat.·' 
The top 32 placers qualified for Monday night's second round. !he 
field will be cut to 16 Tuesday in the scnifinal round. The top eight 
placers in the semifinals will compete Thursday in the finals. !he 
top three finishers in the tinal round will gain a berth on the Umted 
St~~e:~~l~~~~~!~:~d a favorite in the 400-meter. He is ranked 
third in the world in the event. ;'IJix is ranked second, however, and 
McKay holds the indoor record in the 400, . 
"They are certainly considered to be contenders on the baSIS of 
what they did in the NCAA finals," Huff said of the three early 
leaders. Franks finished second in the 400-meter in the NCAA 
finals. McKay was first. 
But Franks will not get a free ride in his bid for a spot .m the 
Olympic team. The 400-meter event is full of contenders, according 
to assist?nt track coach Bill CornelL 
"The 400 is a very competitive event," Cornell said, "especially 
in the U.S. It seems that there are always new faces coming around. 
The field IS widp u~n." 
If Franks is able to qualify for the team, he will also gain an 
automatic berth on tile United States' 1,600-meter relay team. 
Franks was part of the Salukis' record-setting 1,600-relay team last 
season. 
Cornell said if Franks can continue to win his heat during the 
competition, he wiH have a solid chance of making the team, If he 
wins his heats, he will be placed in the more choice lanes on the 
track for upcoming races, Inside lanes are considered better. 
"By winning his heat, he will get a good lane to run out of," 
Cornell said, "As long as he's got a good lane to run in, hehasa good 
shot at making the team," . 
Meanwhile, 1978 SIU-C graduate Bob Roggy was the leading 
qualifier after Sunday's javelin competition. Roggy's toss of 280-8 
was the best among the 12 finalists. The finals in the javelia com-
petiton took place Monday night, 
Another former Saluki, David Lee, did not fare so well. Lee was 
atte.npting to qualify for the team in the 400-meter intermediate 
hurdles but withdrew because of a pulled hamstrin(;. . 
John Sayre, who ended his career at SIU·C by placmg second In 
the decathlon comroetition at the NCAA finals earlier this month, is File photo 
also vying for a spot on the Olympic team. Decathlon competition 
begins Thursday,' SIU-C's Michael Franks will continue his Olympic pursuit Tuesday. 
Cindy Seott 
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Scott's giving new balls chance 
By Mike Frey 
and John Homan 
Staff Writers 
The controversial decision 
by the Girls' and Women's 
Basketball Rules Committee 
requiring four-year college 
and university teams to begin 
using a smaller basketball 
nex~ season has met some 
stern opposition, but SIU-C 
wo!:!en's basketball Coach 
Cindy Scott is not among 
those opposed to the smaller 
ball. 
A recent survey taken 
among the 648 members of 
the Women's Basketball 
Coaches Association showed 
that only 57 percent of the 
coaches favored the change_ 
The new ball is almost an 
inch smaller in cir-
cumference (between 28,5 
and 29 inches) and about two 
ounces lighter (between 18 
and 20 ounces) than the ball 
used by men's and women's 
teams last year_ 
"I'm willing to give the new 
ball a chance," Scott said. "It 
will make the game more 
exciting for the fans. It will 
speed up the game, m\:f~a~ 
shooting range, be easier to 
handle and make the slam 
See SCOTT, Page 15 
New golf coach 
optimistic for 
Saluki success 
By Greg Severin 
Staff Writer 
New SIU-C women's golf 
Coach Sonya Stalberger says 
she enjoys working with young 
golfers. Manr of the golfers she 
will be coaching next season are 
not much younger than she is. 
At 23, Stalberger will be the 
youngest coach in the Gateway 
Conference, 
Stalberger. a former golf star 
at the University of Iowa. 
succeeds Mary Beth McGirr, 
who resigned in May to take a 
full-time teaching position in 
North Carolina. 
Despite her youthfulness. 
St .. ilberger. from Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa. is hardly short on ex-
perience. Among the list of 
credentials Stalberger will 
bring to SIU-C Aug, 1 is ex-
~~~~:~~~na~n GOweTO~oO~~ 
and the Futures Tour (1983 and 
1984). 
In addition to her professional 
experience. Stalberger has 
coached at the Elcona Country 
Club in Indiana and was captain 
of the Uruversity of Iowa golf 
team in 1981 and 1982. During 
her four vears at Iowa, 
Stalberger was named to the 
Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women All-Region 
team twice and All-Big Ten 
once. 
"I'm what you'd call an old 
23." Stalberger said."l've 
worked around golf for a long 
time and I've played at both the 
pro and amatuer level. I think I 
can bring a good attitude. hard 
work and dedication to this 
program." 
Last season. the SIU-C 
women's golf team finished 
strong by winning the Gateway 
Championship Tournament. 
But. as well as losing McGirr. 
the team also lost three o! its top 
players to graduation, 
Stalberger inherits seven new 
golfers recruited by McGirr. 
She admits that she is un-
familiar with them. 
"I really don't know what kind 
of players we have," said 
Stalberger. "1 do know that we 
will have a young team, but I 
feel confident that Mary Beth 
(McGirr) did a good job of 
recruiting and we'll have some 
players to work with." 
SIU·C woman's Athletic 
Director Charl'ltte West said 
Stalbergp.r's "solid 
background" in golf will give 
her an advantage as coach. 
"Sonya's experience as a 
competitor and teacher are 
impressive," West said. "She 
haa outstanding references 
from everyone with whom she'd 
worked." 
